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1.
Introduction*
The question of authorship of the Latin poem,the Culex,
has elicited considerable attention and comment during the
past twenty-five years,and the subject is of special interest
in this bimillenial anniversary year(1950) of the birth of
Virgil. Up to the middle of the last century the Culex had
been generally accepted as Virgilian. But more recently the
Virgilian authorship of the poem has been questioned and even
rejected by scholars of renown. Others have tried to uphold
the claim of tradition. Although the controversy has pro
duced numerous monographs and articles in classical peri
odicals,the question of authorship still remains unsettled.
I
The state of expert opinion is summed up by Shipley,who tells
us that the Virgilian authorship of the Culex is maintained
or admitted by Vitrano,Vo 1Imer,Phi11imore,Jackson,Butcher,
Conway,Mackai1, 'tfarde Fowler,Rand,Frank,Delitt,and Drew; and
t
that it has been denied by Leo,Birt,Norden,Braun,Plesent,
Ho Itschmidt,Fa ire lough,Radford,Kent,Klotz,and Baehrends.
In this dissertation I have attempted to present and
to estimate,as far as possible,the conflicting opinions of
the scholars. Their investigations have included: the exter
nal evidence of ancient authors,the date of composition and
its dedication,the internal evidence of vocabulary,of the
1. "Ovidian Vocabulary and the Culex Question”,Trans.
A m e r . Phil.Assoc.,LVII(1926),p.261. (Hereafter to be quoted
as"Shipley”).
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2.
style and diction,the metrical technique,and the poetic tech
nique of the poem. Finally,by a somewhat detailed comparison
of the Culex with the generally accepted works of Virgil,the
Eclogues,the Georgies,and the Aeneid,I have attempted to es
tablish additional evidence that the Culex is apparently
Virgilian rather than non-Virgilian.
I wish to acknowledge my debt of gratitude to Dr.Frank
Hamilton Fowler,of the University of Arizona,for suggesting
the topic and for his valuable suggestions and criticisms.
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I. The External Evidence.
The starting point of our Investigation shall be the
ancient external evidence on the question. Virgil nowhere in
his major works refers to the Oulex by name,which is not sur
prising when we recall his efforts to suppress even his
masterpiece,the Aeneid. Nor do any of Virgil's contemporaries
1
mention the poem by name. Tenny Prank,however,thinks that
when Horace wrote his Second Epode he wished to pay Virgil a
compliment for writing the Culex. This conjecture lacks evi
dence. Either the silence of the contemporaries,if Virgil
wrote the Culex,is due to the fact that Virgil kept it from
his friends and prohibited its publication,or that his friends
and admirers,though acquainted with the poem,would make no
mention of it,fearing that it might detract from the reputation
of the great poet. Their silence does not offer any clue in
solving the question.
External evidence,however,is furnished by a line of
-

\

authors from the second to the fourth century. The first and
oldest of these is Suetonius. Unfortunately we have only rem
nants of his biography of Virgil. It has been claimed that
this gossipy narrator wasted too many pages on trivial detail.
a
Russel Mortimer Greer claims that the passage in Suetonius re
ferring to the Culex is not Suetonian and that the quotation
1. "Virgil's Apprenticeship ",Class.Phil.XV,p.25.
2. Trans.Amer.Phil.Assoc.LV11(1926),p.107*
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from the Culex must be an addition. But he admits that he sees
no way of determining whether they are additions of Donatus or
simply slight variations of the original as written by Sue^®^ius, He tells us that H.Hettleship and G.Koertge attribute
the Vita Vergiliana to Suetonius on account of the large number
of Suetonian words and usages found in it.
The Minor Poems were not included in Virgil's works by
his literary executors,L.Varius and Plotius Tucca,nor are they
to be found in any major Virgilian codices. There is no allu
sion to the Culex in the Vita prefixed to the commentary of
Valerius Probus of the first century. Nevertheless,as Rand *
thinks,we may be reasonably sure that in Suetonius's time
there was current a collection of six minor poems ascribed to
Virgil: Culex,Girls,Copa,Aetna,Dirae,and Catalepton.
a
Donatus,who,as is generally agreed,is drawing from Sue
tonius ,thus describes young Virgil's earliest work: Poeticam
puer adhuc suspicatus in Ballistarn ludi magistrum...dietichon
fee it...deinde catalepton et priapea et epigrammata et diras,
item cirim et CULICEM.cum esset annorum XVI,cuius materia
ta1is est(there fo1lows a brief summary of the Culex)»
In the case of the Culex there is other external testi
mony in the shape of citations in Martial,Lucan,Statius,and
other writers of the Empire.
1. "Young Virgil's Poetry",Harvard Studies in Class.Phil.
XXX(1919),p.HO. (Hereafter to be quoted as"Rand").
2. R.Ellis,"Appendix Vergiliana"(Oxford,190?),the Oxford
text(to be quoted hereafter ae"Ellis").
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Martial(XIV,185) writes:
Accipe facundi Oulie pi stud lose Maronis,
Ne nucibus positis arma virumque legas,
and VIII,56,19-20:
Frotinus Italian ooncepit et arma virumque
qui modo vix Culicem fleverat ore rudi.
Suetonius,in his Vita LueanH He ifferaehe id,p.50 J,quotes
a saying of the poet comparing his own youthful work to that
of the Culex:
Aetatem et in itia sua cum Vergilio comparans ausus sit dicere
et quantum raihi restat ad Culicem.
Statius,in Silvas II,7,74,writes:
Ante anno s Culicis Marontani,
and rraef.Silv.I :
Sed et Culicem legimus et oatrachomyomachiam etiam agnoscimus
nec quisquam est illustrium poetarum qui non aliquid operibuo
suis stilo remiss lore praeluserit.*

a

Servius makes a statement similar to that of Donatus:
scripsit etiam septem sive octo libros hos: Cirin Aetnam Culi
cem rriapeia uatalecton tipigrammata Copam Diras.

a

Nonius(211,24;.assuming the authenticity of the Culex,says:
Labrusca...neutro Vergilius in Culice(55)
densaque virgultis avide labrusca petuntur.

__

We see from the quotations above that the authenticity of
the Culex is vouched for as early as the first century after
Christ by competent witnesses,even though the poem did not
1. "Considerable weight must be given to the opinion of
Statius,who was a Virgilian scholar and enthusiast".-J.Wight
Duff,"Literary History of Home“,p.491.
2. Quoted by K11is,rraef.to"Appendix Vergiliana".
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enjoy the popularity of Virgil's later works. It is incumbent
on those who reject the ancient testimony regarding the Virgilian authorship of the Culex to prove that these early
witnesses are not trustworthy and to show how such a poem
could have been attributed to Virgil without protest.
The Virgilian authorship of the Culex is further attested
by the manuscripts of the Appendix Vergiliana. True,the Culex

|

is not found in any of the great Virgilian codices. It is also
true that the text of the Culex,as we have it,is exceptionally
corrupt,but Phillimore has given us a fairly dependable text
in Class. Phil.V( 1910),p.4l9ff, likewise Ellis in his11Appendix
Vergiliana"(Oxford,1907)* The facts of the manuscript tradition
point to the existence of an ancient codex of Virgil,in which
the Eclogues,Georgies,and the Aeneid were preceded by the six
2.
3
minor poems. The principal manuscripts,as given by Ellis,are:
B.-Bembinus Vat. 5252,of the 9th century.
F.-3odl.Auct.F.I,17,of the 14th century.
E.-Paris.8095,of the 10th century.
P.-Paris.7927,of the 10th century.
T. -Paris.8069,of the 10th century.
SI?.-a group of MSS.of the 12th to l4th century.
M.-Me 1licensis,or Flechtianus,of the 10th century.
S.-Fragmentum Stabulense,Paris.17177,of the 11th century.
Cant.-Cantabrigtennis Kk.v.)4,of the 10th century.
Cors.-Corsinianus 4$ F 5(olim 64),of the 14th century.
V .-Vaticanus 2759,of the l)th century.
Vatic.-1586,of the 14th century.
Voss.-Vossianus Lat.Oct.81,of the 15th century.
Medio1.-Ambrosianus 0 fk sup.of the 15th century.
b.-Mus.Brit.Add.16562,written in 1400.1
2
1. Fairclough1a contention. Trans.Amer.Phil.Assoc.LI11,54
2. Compare Rand,p.111.
J. Ellis,"Appendix Vergiliana”.
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G.-frag.Paris.8207 uu.1-94 continens,of the l^th century.
r.-Mus Brit.Harl.25)4,of the 15th century.
All of these manuscripts contain the Culex,of which 3,Gant.,
and S are,according to Ellis,the most important. Fairclough *
also mentions a group of MSS,designated It,which were emended
/

by Italian scholars of the Renaissance,and among which the
most notable is the HeImstadiensis 552,designated as R,of the
15th century. A manuscript,now lost,but mentioned in a catalog
of books at Murbach compiled c.850,formed one of four volumes,
the others containing the Eclogues,Georgies,and the Aeneid,
while it included the Oulex and other minor poems. Mediaeval
anthologies existed,with extracts from the Oulex,and a special
collection was made in Carolingian,or pre-Carolingian,times
which contained the Oulex. The editor may have been a monk of
X
Fulda.
The ancient testimony for the Oulex is not so strong as
it is for Virgil's mature works,but the line of tradition is
quite as clear as is that of the works of Catullus,Tibullus,
or of Propertius,authors whose works are generally accepted as
authentic. Rand thinks that instead of creating from the Ec
logues,Georgies,and the Aeneid a definition of what Virgil at
all times must have been,and by that definition excluding all
the minor poems as unworthy of him,we should accept the ancient
statement,thankful of seeing his genius mount from stage to stage.
1. "Virgil",vol.II(Loeb Glass.Lib.),p.571.
2. Compare Rand,p.111,112.
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t
Johannes de Buxie,the editor of the"editio princeps",in
1469 presented good reasons for accepting the Culex as genuine.
And in the last century Schrader and Naecke investigated and
confirmed the arguments of de Buxis. In spite of the heated
controversy of the last fifty years and the cany arguments
offered to discredit the genuineness of the poem,the consensus
of opinion among scholars at the present tirae is mostly in
favor of its authenticity. We shall note here a few expressions
by the leading men in the field.
a
J.S.Phillimore,who has made a careful study of the text
of the Culex and has suggested the now generally accepted
emendations to the text,is quite certain that Virgil wrote
the poem.
3
Vollmer.the Virgilian scholar,in his revision of 3aehrends* "Poetae Latin! Minoresn(IplO),sees no good reason for
rejecting any of the poems of the Appendix.
J .W .Mackail,who in his"Latin Literature"(1895,p.104),said
that the Culex is the work of a clever imitator,in his more
recent work,"Lectures on Poetry"(1911),declares that Virgil
wrote it in the period of his Georgies,though it lacks the
finishing touches.1
1.
2.
).
4.

Quoted by Rand,p.105 and ll4,Note 4.
"Text of the Culex",Class.Phil.V(1910),p.419).
Quoted by Rand,p.l04.
Compare Rand,p.114,Note 4.
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i
H.W.Prescott considers it a difficult task to prove that
many of the minor poems are not Virgil's,and in the case of the
Oulex he thinks that the argument of authenticity is valid.
2.
J.Wight Duff believes that Virgil wrote a poem called
the Oulex and considers it paradoxical to believe that there
was a second Oulex which in time replaced the genuine poem.
To him it seems a less remote possibility that we have after
all in the Oulex a juvenile production by Virgil which his
fastidious taste never passed for publication and which may
have survived in private hands. "It would so escape destruc
tion,but so too would it miss final revision."
3
E .K.Rand states that in recent years the tendency to
accept the genuineness of the Oulex has gathered strength.
4
E .S.Duckett maintains that"after much debate and argu
ment "we have learned to recognise the Oulex as a poem of
Virgil's youth.
5"
N.DeWitt accepts all the poems of the Appendix as Virgilian,and even constructs from them a biography of the
formative years of Virgil. It is not necessary that we ac
cept his fanciful,overdrawn statements and his unfounded1
1. Class.Phil.XVII(1922),p.276. In his"Development of
Virgil's Art"(1927),p.24ff,he considers Virgil the author of
the Oulex.
2. "A Literary History of Rome *(1909),p .4j9ff•
J. Rand,p .114.
4. "Hellenistic Influence on the Aeneid", Smith College
0 lass•Studies(1920),preface p.x.
5. "Virgil's Biographia Litteraria"(I925 ).
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assumptions and inference,but if Virgil wrote the Oulex.we
might picture the young poet somewhat as DeWitt does.
Tenny Frank'not only accepts all of the minor poems,
but he believes that most of the doubt which still persists
regarding their authenticity is misplaced,and that the time
has come when we may confidently make use of these poems in
tracing the growth of Virgil's powers.
2.
0. J.Todd draws the forceful conclusion that .attribution
of a work to an author by the mediaeval Latin manuscripts
puts a burden of proof on the skeptics,and that the position
is very much strengthened when there is added,as in the case
of the Culex,the testimony of ascriptions or quotation by
ancient authors.
3
R.S.Conway states that there is now a general agreement
among Virgilian scholars(he mentions Wards Fowler,Rand,and D.
L.Drew)that the evidence external and internal for Virgil's
authorship of the Oulex is too strong to be doubted.
Several noted scholars are,however,just as emphatic in
4
denying the genuineness of the Oulex. As stated by Frank,Leo
(Hermes,1902)and Buecheler(Rhein.Mua.XLV,524),heId that the
Oulex was a post-Virgilian forgery or suppositious work.
5AIfred Gudeman thinks that Virgil did write a Oulex,but1
1. Class.Phil.XV(1920),p.2Jff,and"Virgil,a Biography".
2#"Authorship of ths Moratum",Glass.Phil.XX(1925),))o#
"Harvard Lectures on the Virgilian Age"(1928),n.4p.
4.
"Virgil's Apprenticeship ",Glass.Phil.XV(1920),p.25.
5.
"Latin Literature of the Empire"(1899)»P»2.
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that it muat have been lost and that the extant poem is a
literary forgery designed to take its place. He criticises the
scrupulous avoidance of elisions,the palpable imitations of
the Mantuan poet,the ostentatious display of misplaced eru
dition,the grotesqueness of the theme,and the anachronistic
allusions to Augustus,as incompatible with Virgilian author
ship. He thinks that the style of the Culex,its metrical tech
nique,and Lucan's admiring comment preclude a later date of
composition than the reign of Claudius. He concludes that
"the spuriousness of all the minor poems is established by
l
incontrovertible proofs".
/ A
'
K
C.Pleaent(Le Culex. Poeme pseudo-Virgilien,1910),believed
that Virgil wrote a poem on the same subject as that of our
poem,but that it was lost and that the present affair was
forged and substituted in the corpus of Virgil's works before
the time of Ovid,written about 19 B.C.
a.
Rand also states that Birt declared against the genuine
ness of the Culex on metrical and stylistic grounds and be
cause of its"general silliness",and that one of Birt's pupils,
0.Braun,pronounced on the metre,and another(W.Ho Itschmidt,191?)
on the style.
3
4
R .S.Radford and H.R.Fa ire lough reject the Culex as con-1
1.
2.
5.
4.

These objections will be considered in chapter III.
Compare Rand,p.114,Note 4.
Trans.Amer.Phil.Assoc.,LII(1921),p. 15.
Trans. Amer.Phil.Assoc.,LIII(1922),p.5-$4.
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denned by internal evidence,and both pronounce the poem a
composition of the youthful Ovid.
Skutsch*, in hie"Aua Vergils Fruhzeit"(1901), waa willing
to admit that the internal evidence favored the epoch of
Virgil's youth,whoever the author might be.
Others have refrained from expressing any definite opinion
a.
as to the authorship of the Culex,e.g.,Charles Knapp,in his
school edition of the Aeneid(1928).merely says that scholars
are divided in opinion as to whether the poem was written by
Virgil.and T.R.Glover goes too far when he says that the
majority of critics are right in rejecting the piece.
A survey of the expressions of the scholars in regard
to the authenticity of the Oulex clearly indicates that the
burden of proof in this whole controversy rests with the
negative critics. In the following chapters I have tried to
show that the accumulated evidence speaks strongly for a
Virgilian authorship of the poem rather than against it.1
2

1. Compare Rand,p.104.
2.
"The Aeneid of Virgil"(1928),preface p.J2
5."Virgil"(third edition),p.17,18.
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II. The Probable Date of the Composition.
Donatue(Suetonius?)aaya that Virgil wrote the Culex"cum
esset annorum XVI",which would be in the year 54 3.C . Nor does
there seem to be any valid reason for rejecting this ancient
statement. We do not need,with Scaliger,Brummer,Teufel,Prank,
and others,emend the XVI to XXVI(or to XXI),although it can
not be denied that the archetype may have contained such an
easy error;but the supposition is unnecessary and is dealt a
I
'coup de grace'by W.S.Anderson in Class.Quart.X(1916),p.225ff.
Practically all scholars admit that the Culex would be a very
worthy beginning for the budding genius of a Virgil at that
schoolboy age.
On the basis of internal evidence a pre-Virgilian,a postVirgilian,and a Virgilian date has been suggested as the date
of composition. We have good reasons to believe that Virgil
knew our poem and that he used much of its material,consciously
or unconsciously,in hie later works. In fact,the boyhood age
of Virgil can almost definitely be fixed as the period in
which the Culex was written. Ship ley says very pertinently
that the author of the Culex was clearly a novice,who was not
yet at home with poetical diction,and that,if the poet was
Virgil,the work could hardly have been written at twenty-six,1
2
1. Compare Rand,p.115,Note 1.
2. Trans.Arner.Phil.Assoc.LV11(1926),p.274.
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or even at twenty-one. He agrees with Rand that the only
acceptable date for Virgilian authorship would be that given
in the manuscripts of Donatus,adding that"as a schoolboy per
formance "the Culex is not unworthy of Virgil.
An apparent crux in accepting the date given by Donatus
is found in the dedication of the poem to Octavius. The iden
tity of this Octavius is much disputed. In most of the recent
discussions he 1s supposod to be the future Caesar Augustus.
But if Virgil wrote the poem at the age of sixteen,this Octa
vius would have been only nine years old. There is no evidence
that the lads had met at that early age,or had even been school
mates. But if they had,how could Virgil have addressed the
youth as"Octavi venerande"and*sancte puer"(Culex 25,26)? We
I
need not go as far as ffarde Fowler and assume that the boys
met in the year 50 3.C.,when Julius Caesar was in Cisalpine
Gaul,and that the dedication of the poem was composed in that
St
year. Also Conway's pretty picture of the"big boy Virgil taking
the little boy Octavius round the Mantuan farm"is a little too
fanciful and an unnecessary conjecture.
3
4
Prescott,and several others,think that the poem was ad
dressed to an earlier Octavius,perhaps Octavius Musa,who was a
5"
b
member of the literary circle to which Virgil,Horace,and1
6
5
4
*
2
1.
2.
5.
4.
5.
6.

Class.Rev.XXVIII(1914),p.119.
"New Studies of a Great Inheritance",p.99.
"Development of Virgil's Art",p.25ff•
Compare Rand,pp.115 and 156ff.
Compare Catalepton iv and xi(Appendix Vergiliana).
Compare Horace ,Serm. 1,10,82.
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Maecenas belonged,and who was one of the agents of Augustus
during the disturbances at Cremona. He was somewhat younger
than Virgil and of higher station,and the boys may have been
schoolmates at Cremona or Milan. As a matter of fact,there is
no way of settling the question definitely. Rand goes too far
when he insists that"we are driven to this alternative: the
poem is either a forgery,or the Octavius mentioned is not
Octavius Caesar". On the other hand,both Warde Fowler and
A
Conway think that the language of the Culex forbids us think
of any boy but the nephew of the dictator Julius Caesar.
It is best not to stress the somewhat exalted epithets
*sanete1and 1venerande1. These adjectives do not imply deifl3
cation. Wards Fowler has proved that Augustus never appeared
as a deity in his lifetime,and no author,later than Virgil,
would have ventured to refer to Augustus as a boy. The Octa
vius of the Culex is still very youthful,though his youth
inspires respect. Although it matters very little who this
Octavius was,as far as the authorship of our poem is con
cerned,no one by that name,later than the age of Virgil,is
of histbrical importance. Consequently,the poem must have
been composed during the early life of Virgil. Shipley makes
the very plausible suggestion that Virgil,five years or so1
4
*
2
1. Rand,p.116 note,
2.
"New Studies of a Great Inheritance",p. 95ff.
"Roman Ideas of Deity"(19l4),p.l2)ff.
4. Trans.Amer.Phil.Assoc.LV11(1926),p.274.
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after writing the poem,may have presented his own schoolboy
®ffort to another schoolboy to serve as a useful compendium
of mythology,and that he added the prooemiura at that time.
Similarly,rhllllmore thinks that lines 1-10 and 24-4l were a
later addition to the exordium,to serve some occasional pur
pose of the author's. He supposes that Virgil had been praised
to Octavian as a poet and was pressed to produce something
which he might offer to the•venerandus sanctus puer1; he had
the Oulex"in his desk and furnished it with a suitable new
a.
headpiece". And Conway believes that the preface of the Uulex
was written before 44 ti.u .,and that the resemblance between
it and the undoubted poems of Virgil cannot be due to imi
tation of these poems by the author of the Culex,but must
imply an intimate acquaintance with the Uulex on the part of
Virgil himself. He agrees with Wards Fowler and Miss Jackson
that the poem is an early work of Virgil and that we have in
it the raw material with which the great master of the hex
ameter began his work. Even though it be admitted that the
lines addressed to Octavius were added by a later hand,the
Culex aould nevertheless have been written by Virgil. Just as
3
Virgil,according to fhilliraore,wrote his Eclogues for the co
terie,of which he was a member,as poems <of rather than
1. "The Text of the Cule x", Class.yhil.V(1 9 1 0 p •420.
2. "iVew Studies of a Great Inher itance ",p .p4f f.
5» Compare Phillimore,"pastoral and Allegory ".
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poems to_ the different members of the group,so we might also
consider the Culex merely an early poem of. the later emperor.
There seems to be no evidence to show that Virgil did not write
these lines of dedication,or that they differ in style from
the rest of the Culex.
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III. The Internal Evidence.
The criteria to be studied in this chapter are those of
vocabulary,style and diction,metrical technique,and poetic
technique. Scholars have studied the Culex quite exhaustively
from this side,and their investigations have proved that we
are fully justified in attributing the Culex to Virgil.
1. Much has been made in late years of the study of
vocabulary as a means of determining authorship. This method
has been applied to the Culex,but,as is usually done,too much
has been made of this matter. Two eminent scholars,W.Holt- •
schmidt(De Culie is Carminis Sermone e t de Tempore quo scrip turn
I
CL
sit,Marburg 1915),and H.R.Pairclough,have covered practically
the same ground in their study of the vocabulary of the Culex,
and both have arrived at almost the same conclusions as to the
non-Virgilian and the Ovidian character of the vocabulary.
Doth have made a strenuous effort to show that Virgil could
not have written the poem. Ho Itschmidt thinks that the Culex
was written after Ovid,while Fa ire lough modestly claims that
it was composed under the influence of Ovid,if not by Ovid
3
himself,and Radford is certain that Ovid wrote the Culex. It
will be sufficient,however,for our purpose to review the in1.. Quoted by Shipley ,p .265ff •
2. "Poems of the Appendix Vergiliana",Trans.Amer.Phil.
Assoc.LITI(1922),p.5^54.
5• "The Juvenile Works of Ovid",Trans.Amer.Phil.Assoc.
LI(1920),p.159.
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v e atigatIona made by Fa Ire lough.
Fa ire lough has found in the 414 lines of the Culex.154
non-Virgilian words(of which 45 are proper nouns and do not
count),89 common words,a foreign element amounting to 21.25
in a hundred lines. Next,he compares words in the Eclogues,
not used in Virgil's other works,and finds them to represent
a foreign element of 15.) per cent in a hundred lines. In the
Georgies they approximate 15 per cent,and in the Aeneid 9
per cent. Of these 89 common words non-Virgilian in the Culex
he found 58,or 65.1 per cent,to be Ovidian,)! non-Ovidian. On
the basis of this rather one-sided investigation he concludes
that the Oulex"stands condemned by internal evidence",and that
Ovid nay have been the author of the Culex rather than Virgil.
Shipley*, in 1926,checked over the findings of Holtschmidt
and Falrclough. Though Shipley himself is not inclined to ac
knowledge tho Virgilian authorship of the Culex,he points out
the weaknesses in Fairclough's argument,showing that of the
words used only in a particular book,there are in the Eclogues
66.) per cent,in the Georgies 58.9 per cent,and in the Aeneid
80.) per cent Ovidian words in the non-Virgilian vocabulary.
Shipley maintains correctly that by Fairclough's method of
reasoning,the Eclogues and the Aeneid would seem to be more
Ovidian than the Culex. There is clearly a flaw in the reasoning,1
1. Shipley,p.26),265,269.27).
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when it brings us to this reductio ad absurdura. Ship ley shows
that both Fa ire lough and HoItschmidt failed to take into ac
count: 1) In Virgil's major works,what is the percentage of
words occurring in the Eclogues only,in the Georgies only,in
the Aeneid only,which are also found in Ovid; 2) How many of
the non-Virgilian words,and especially those which have been
listed as Ovidian,occur in Catullus and Lucretius,the two preVirgilian authors whose influence upon the author of the Culex
is most apparent. Then,Shipley goes on to show that of the
non-Virgilian words in the Culex 56 per cent of the supposedly
Ovidian words might quite justly be called Catullan or Lu
cre tian,and that eleven of these words are found in Cicero.
These facts make it doubly doubtful whether there is any 0vidian influence in the Culex at all. He concludes that so
far as the vocabulary is concerned,inasmuch as there is no
positive evidence to the contrary,we should be justified in
lending more weight to the positive statements of Lucan,
Statius,Martial,and Suetonius,and that we are free to place
the Culex at an earlier date than Ovid. Shipley's investi
gation shows that one must proceed very carefully with prob
lems of vocabulary before drawing conclusions from statistics.
1. The force of Shipley's argument is enhanced by the
futile rejoinder of Fa ire lough and Radford in Trans.Araer.
Phil.Assoc.LV111(1927),see proceedings for 192?•
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2. The style and diction of the Culex have also been
studied,nor has any negative evidence resulted from these
investigations.

In fact,Todd is right,when he says that style

is a guide only to a certain degree in establishing authorship,
and that argument based on it can very easily be overdone.
It has been said that the style of the Culex is"crude,pedantic,
and full of faults"of which the mature Virgil can not be ac
cused,that his"diction and phrasing often lapse from the ura
bane to the colloquial and vulgar". But such criticism is not
a valid argument against the ancient statement that Virgil
wrote the poem at the age of sixteen. There are,to be sure,in
the Culex"youthful infelicities,prolixities,and lame verses",
3
4
as Rand admits,and they even attracted the attention of Martial,
but Rand is right in saying that we commit a petitio principii
by declaring them too bad for Virgil's schoolboy years. He
shows that many"omnino alienas a Vergilio "are found in Lucre
tius,and that it was natural for Virgil to adopt from his
most important model phrases which he abandoned later. Some
occur also in Cicero. Only four words first appear in poetry
written after 54 3.C.(immoritur,in Horacejobstrepit,in Horace
and Propertius;refovebat,refoves,letat,in Ovid). Supposing
the Culex genuine,says Rand,we must assume that these words
were first used by young Virgil and later fancied by his ad1.
2.
5•
4.

"Authorship of the More turn",Class.Phil.XX(1925),557*
Prescott,"Development of Virgil's Art",p.54.
Rand ,pp. 122. 125«
"Oulicem fleverat ore rudi"(Martial 8.56.20).
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mirers,Horace and Ovid* Just such evidence proves the genuine
ness of the Oulex*
The Oulex is said to have the crudities of a first at
tempt, and the obscurity and awkwardness of expression,and the
imitative phraseology,are said to betray a young unformed
style. That is,however,just what we are to expect in a boy,
such as Virgil was claimed to be when he wrote the Culex. And
this also reflects the Alexandrian environment into which VirI
gil was born. Duff admits that the Oulex does not consistently
rise above vulgarism,but he sees technical skill in it,and

a

DeWitt says that although the poem may be pedantic and the
style not characteristically Virgilian,stylistic and metrical
studies are not to be considered important criteria of data or
genuineness. Shipley has traced many mannerisms(e.g..diminutives:
araneolus,aureolus,pendulus,and compounds with re-)to Catullus,
Lucretius,and Cicero. These he found in the Eclogues,but not
later,and he thinks that we have here a direct evidence of a
change of attitude on Virgil's part in matter of diction away
from Catullus's mannerisms(like vagus,anxius,etc.). Phillimore
comments on the"clum8iness"of the Culex,written indeed"ore rudi''though bursting with promise-a sowing with the whole sack
S
unsifted". Rand mentions the free and excessive use of the1
5
4
*
2
1.
2.
5«
4.
5.

"A Literary History of Rome",p.272.
"Biographia Literaria".preface.
Shipley,?.272.
"Pastoral and Allegory"(1925),p.16.
Rand,?.121.
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present participle,and adds that Virgil in his later works
retained his fondness for participles,but kept it within bounds.
He likewise speaks of the crudities of the Culex,which he would
not call crudities,but a trait of style,e,g.,the combination
of an adjective and an adjectival present participle without
a connective and modifying the same noun,as Catullan and Lu1
cretian. This free use of the participle in conjunction with
adjectives is rare enough in the later works of Virgil,but in
the light of the practice of Catullus and Lucretius we cannot
call it merely the rude art of a youthful poet. But it went

a

out of style,apparently through Virgil's own efforts. Prescott

34
2
1

says that young Virgil delights in accumulating adjectives
and adjectival participles in his descriptive phrases without
any of the restraint that marks Virgil's use of the same lib
erty in later days. At any rate,the stylistic divergences be
tween the Culex and Virgil's later poems do not affect the
genuineness of the Culex. It is further true that Virgil some
times never uses again a word or form appearing in one of his
earlier works. For example,we find commaculare in the Eclogues,
but not elsewhere; cogitare,co1locare,colludere,compescere,
coneidere,conflare,conflucre,we find only in the Georgies.
4
In checking up HoItschmidt's data Rand finds a list of
1.
2.
Hyp anis
5.
4.

Cat.116,1;64,87;Lucr.V,1002;11,1059;IV,540;VI,1260ff.
He uses it onee more in Geo.IV,570t saxosusque sonans
My susque Gaicus.
"Development of Virgil's Art",p.5^«
Rand,p .114.
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words and expressions which would offer excellent material
for proving the Georgies spurious on the basis of the diction
of the Eclogues and the Aeneid. Conway,speaking of the closing
lines of the prooemiura(vv.57-41),cannot understand how any
poet but Virgil in that age,would have composed such a blessing.
The repetition of the word *lucens1he considers a mark of Vir
gil's taste,as well as the desire that the child should be'in
pla sede',while the closing wish that he shall earn men's
gratitude,he calls"the crown which Virgil sets upon the highest
group of the souls whom he places in Elysium.
Virgil's model, for his orderly compactness.evident in the
Culex as well as in the later works,may have been Cicero,but
it was no doubt Lucretius to whom the young author instinctively
turned and who helped the development of hie innate tendencies
into a style. Some of the passages of the Culex were evidently
refashioned in the Eclogues,Georgies,and the Aeneid. When one
reads the Eclogues the conviction is irresistable that these "
poems were written by an experienced hand,and that Virgil must
have written poetry for some time. On the other hand,it is
hard to believe that the author of the Culex,if he was not Vir
gil,could have had before him the perfected reserve of Virgil's
Eclogues and Georgies,to say nothing of the Aeneid,and yet
1. "New Studies of a Great Inheritance",p.95.
2. Aen.V1,664:quoque sui memores aliquos fecere merendo.
5. See below,chapter IV.
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kept on with the crudities noted in the Culex. The style and
diction of the Culex,apparently Alexandrian,indicate that
our poem could very well have been written by Virgil,and
that it evidently was composed quite some time before the
Eclogues. The Luoretian,Catullan,and Alexandrian elements
of style rapidly disappear from Latin literature after the
publication of the Eclogues and the Odes of Horace.

5» In metrical details,Prescott admits,there are some
vagaries. Analyses of the metrical characteristics of the
Oulex have been made by Butchert"Uaesura in Virgil",Glass.
A.
Quart.V111,1 9 1 4 who accepts the Oulex as Virgilian,and by
3
K •H .Sturtevant,who says that the Uulex corresponds rather
closely .with Virgil's usage in the matter of harmony and
clash of accent and ictus. His figures are in harmony with
the theory that the Uulex was composed by Virgil in his youth.
He found that the Aetna and the Uulex differ radically from
the usage of any other than Virgil of the poets studied,but
he admits that the criteria of harmony,clash of accent,and
ictus,are essentially negative in character.
If
Ylarde Fowler,speaking of the meter of the Oulex says that
the chief glory of the Latin hexameter,as brought to perfection
by Virgil,lies in the constant subtle variation of the last
two feet,in close connection with the fourth,but that there
is one particular line-ending,which is almost entirely absent
from Virgil's most finished work,namely,where,with or without
a pause or full stop at the end of the fourth foot,the first
syllable of the fifth is a monosyllable,and sometimes a weak
one:e.g.,*Si ne8Cis,meus ille caper fuittet mihi Damon'(be 1.Ill,
2);. This monosyllable,he found,is usually either an'et'or1
4
*
2
1. "Development of Virgil's Art",p.)4.
2. Uompare Fairclough,Trans.Amer.rhil.Assoc.LlII,p.12.
5. “Accent and ictus in Latin Hexameter",Trans.Amer.fhil.
Assoc.LIVt192)),p.Tiff.
4. "A Metrical Peculiarity of the Oulex",Glass.Kev.
xxxivu919;,p.95ff.
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'nam1,or an interrogative pronoun,which gives the line a
certain awkwardness. In Lucretius he finds this line to be
extremely common,and he found a good many lines in the Gulex
with this ending,e.g.,vv.57-39* Warde Fowler believes that
the author of the Gulex had his head full of Lucretius,that
the poet was by no means perfect master of the hexameter,and
that the influence of Lucretian versification bears out the
evidence that the young Virgil wrote the Gulex. Next,Warde
Fowler gives the evidence from the Eclogues in respect to
this same metrical feature and shows that these,which con
tain about double the number of lines in the Gulex,have just
the same number of examples of the line-ending described. The
evidence of the Eclogues proves to Warde Fowler that the
author was more experienced and skillful than the author of
the Gulex,and less under the influence of Lucretius,which we
should expect if the poet was really the young Virgil.

He

then cites twenty examples from the Georgies which again show
a clear evidence.

In the last three books of the Aeneid,where

the versification seems less smooth and finished than in the
first six,Fowler counted no less than seventeen examples of
our line-ending,which he accepts as evidence that these books
were left in need of revision. The Gulex,he thinks,was never
revised,but only made use of in later days for thoughts and
pictures which could be clothed in beautiful language by a
1. About twenty out of 414 lines.
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more mature artist, fowler would have us see in the. Uulex the
raw material with which the great master of the hexameter be
gan all his work. He notes especially the close of Aen.VI,607
(intonat ore; and of Culex 179(inaonat ore;.
Rand sees in the uulex a progress beyond the hexameters
of Lucretius. He cites as example the ponderous Lucretian
verse(II,JO;t propter aquae rivum sub ramis arbor is altae.
This is refashioned compactly and with easy grace in Oulex
590: rivum propter aquae viridi sub fronde latentem. Here the
first word and the last lock the verse into a well-organized
unit,in which the sense is kept in suspense. When Virgil re2
peated Lucretius's phrase for a second time,in Ec I.VIJ.1,87 ,he
likewise arranged the elements in climax,though of a different
kind.
A careful study of the metrical characteristics of the
Oulex must lead to the conclusion that the poem is not un
worthy of Virgil and that the author possessed a considerable
amount of poetic talent.1
2

1.
Rand,p.125.
2. Eel.VIII,87* propter aquae rivum viridi procumbit
in ulva.
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4. The poetic technique of the Cuiex has also elicited
some discussion* Frank calls our poem one of the outstanding
puzzles of literary critic ism,and interesting,if only to il
lustrate the inadequacy of stylistic criteria. The chief
criticism,he says,is directed against a want of proportion
and apparent lack of artistic sense,betrayed in choosing so
strange a character,as the gnat,for his ponderous title-role.
He says that these are faults which Virgil does not .betray
later. In regard to poetic content,we find much in the Cuiex
that reminds one of Virgil's later works. As in Georgies III,
1—4o,so also in the Cuiex the poet turns from high themes to
something near at hand. The youthful,like the mature,Virgil
saw sacred presences in common scenes. There is much purely
Virgilian scenery,not painted from life,but including,besides
real details,literary reminiscences. But the incongruous
elements in the Cuiex lack the touch of magic and remain
extravagant. In the Eclogues they are combined into a pleas1

ant harmony. In the Cuiex with the mention of each tree the
story of its metamorphosis is intruded,Alexandrian fashion.

a.

What He inze says of the Aeneid $nDer Inhalt des Darge stellten
1/
steht uberall in deziehung zum Inhalt dee Gedichts",applies
3
also to the Cuiex. Walker sees an over indulgence in ornamental1
2
1. "Virgil,a biography",p.28.
2. "Vergils Epische Technik"(third edition,1915;,p.400.
J. "Virgil's Descriptive Art",Class.Journ.(1929;,p.666.
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phrasing in the Culex,a pastoral simplicity in

the Kclogues,

an elegant ornateness in the Georgies,and an intermixture of
descriptives freighted with feeling in the Aeneid. For example,
in Uulex 42-44,Aurora is shaking bright lights from her golden
chariots and putting darkness to rout with her rosy-colored
locks; in hicl.VIII,l4,a sunrise appears when the cool shades
of night had scarcely left the sky;in Geo. 1,458,we are told how
the sun's appearance varies according to the weather which is,
to follow;in Aen.X 1,162ff,the sunrise shows sympathy with man
kind . The poetic technique of the passages quoted above from',
the Eclogues,Georgies,and the Aeneid,is remarkably similar to
that from the Culex,and at the same time,we can distinguish a
constant development of the poet's art from the Culex down to
the Aeneid,a clear indication that Virgil must also have writ
ten the Culex before he had mastered the art of poetry. We
know from the Kclogues,Georgies,and the Aeneid,that Virgil was
a lover of nature and of country-life. His enthusiasm for these
two subjects inspired him to write some of his most artistic
passages,especially in the Georgies. In the Culex,too,the
caves,river banks,bees,animals,flowers,trees,and groves,are
recurring themes. Rand^ calls the Culex a"little parody cleverly
managed with pleasant touches of humor,good observation,and a
genuine,if immature feeling for nature".1
1. Hand,p.lltt.

#
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Among the so-called rhetorical crudities which scholars
claim to have found in the Uulex,are the excessive or awkward
use of parenthesis and of anaphora-devices of which Virgil was
also fond later,but which he employed with greater art and rei
serve. Rand counted ten examples of parenthesis in the Uulex,
and he refers to Uulex 156 ,159 ,and 170-174 as especially awk
ward. There is at least one parenthesis in every aclogue ex
cept the first,but by this time the great poet has acquired
the art of poetic expression. There are twenty-four cases of
3
anaphora in the Uulex. The one in Uulex 245,246 is to be
especially noted: ite pue1lae,ite,quibue taedas accendit
tristis Erinys. Prolixity and tautology are also frequent
in the Uulex,e.g.,Uulex 594ff. tiut Lucretius could give the
young poet enough examples for these defects. All that the
poet of the Uulex needed to say at the end of his poem was

,

that the shepherd raised a mound of earth to the gnat and
covered it with a marble stone. What he says is:
lam memor incepturn paragons sibi cure laborem
congesturn cumulavit opus atque aggere raulto
telluris tumulus formaturn crevit in orbem.
quern circum lap idem levi de marmore formans
conserit,assiduas curae memor.
Here he uses a circle of redundancy,ending where it began.1
5
*
2
1. Rand,p.119,wote 6.
2. Anaphora in the sense of"Wiederholung desselben Wortes
am Anfang von Satztelien und SatzenH-J .0 .Hofmann,in StolzSchmalz"Lateinische Grammatik"(1926;,p.797• Anaphora are also
frequent in Lucretius and Catullus,e.g.,Lucr.V,949;Uat.64,19-21.
Tacitus also uses anaphora quite frequently.
5 . As an example of tautology,compare Lucretius 111,294:
sed calidi plus est illis quibus acria corda
iracundaque mens facile effervescit in ira.
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But in tic 1.V 1, ]A.16 we have an example which is not much
betters iacentem...iacebant• Kor prolixity,the description
in CJulex 598ff could hardly be excelled. Here we find eighteen
varieties of flowers that the shepherd had heaped upon the
f
tomb of the gnat,"enough flowers",as Rand says,"to fill a
seedman's catalogue". The flowers follow one after another,
introduced no less than five times b y ‘hie 1. In Kc1.II,45ff,
in almost the same number of lines,almost as many objects
are spec ifled,but its wealth of description is without con
fusion. Experience has taught Virgil to improve his art. In
the Eclogue the shepherd is offering a gift to his be loved•
Obvious anaphora is avoided,and it has emotional value when
it appears,e.g.,tibi munera nostra...tibi lilia plenis. Verbs
and participles are sprinkled in with the nouns,to prevent the
effect of a list. The flowers are not merely named,but they
form a part of the action. The offering is diversified by the
presence of fruit among the flowers,by its distribution among
different actors,and finally,by its personification and the
use of the case of address. The fine poetic skill which Virgil
displays in the Eclogues and later,he did not acquire all at
once. we see from the Oulex that Virgil,as a boy,was making
good progress in acquiring and developing this art.
1. Compare Hand,p.121.

.
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But the Oulex has also its brilliant passages• In vv.
57ff we have the shepherd’s soliloquy on the joys of a country
life; one of the best passages in the poem:
0 bona pastor is(si quis non pauper is usum
nente prius docta fastidiat et probet illis
aomnia luxuriae spretis),incognita curia,
quae lacerant avid a s inimico pec tore me ntes.
si non Assyrio fuerint bis lauta colore
Attalicis opibus data vellera,si nitor auri
sub laqueare domus animum non tang it avarura
picturaeque decus,lapidum nec fuIgor in ulla
cognitus utilitate manet,nec pocula gratum
Alconis referunt Boethique toreuma nec Indi
conchea baca marls pretio esttat pec tore puro
saepe super tenero prosternit graraine corpus,
flor Ida cum te Hue,gemmantis pic ta per herbas
vere notat dulci distine ta coloribus arva;
atque ilium,calarao laeturn recinente palustri
otiaque invidia degentera et fraude remote
pollentemque sibi,viridi iam palmite lucens
Traolia pampineo sub ter coma velat amictu.
illi sunt gratae rorantes lacte capellae
et henus et fecunda Pales et vallibus intus
semper opaca novis mannntia fontibus antra.
|
The model for these lines is the passage at the beginning of

the second book of Luc re tius(11,14-59):
0 aiseras hominum nentes,o pec tore caeca,
qua 1 ibus in tenebris vitae quantisque periclis
degitur hoc aevi quodcumqueat. nonne videre
nil aliud sibi naturam latrare,niai utqui
corpora seiunctus dolor absit mensque fruatur
iucundo sensu cura semota metuque? etc.

The poet indicates his source by a few touches,but there is
3l
no paIpable borrowing. He replaces spec ific description by
typical examples. He recasts the whole passage in a more1
2
1 . We shall speak of this passage again in chapter IV.
2. Compare especially Culex 58,61,62,and 67 with Lucr.
II,24ff.
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periodic style. He has not,however,avoided the tautology of
his model. This passage is worked into its final form in the
I
Georgies. Here,as in the Uulex,Virgil begins with an accusa
tive of exclamation,to which is attached a dependent clause.
The ensuing conditional clauses(si non...nec...neque...nec;
are followed,just as in the Uulex,by 1a t 1,the period ending,
after the effective repetition o f ‘at'with'absunt1. in the
Gulex there is a similar anaphora of 1si 1in the protasis. Here
the period tapers off into a cum clause,in the manner of Lu
cretius. Both passages end with an impressive series of de
tails, arranged in two sentences with anaphora of the demonstrative pronoun or pronominal adjective. Young Virgil also
has his eye on climax,as in the Georgies. He ends with a
swinging series of adjectives,participles,and nouns,distin3
guished by rich assonance and rapid movement.
It is not hard to see that the author of the Oulex gave
fair promise to become a writer of epic. In the Oulex,as Miss
4
Duckett shows,the epy11ion lies side by side with the pastoral,
indeed,if certain passages of the Gulex had come down to us as
fragments,we might regard them as portions of some lost epic
poom. The description of the storm at sea,in Oulex 544-552,1
4
*
2
1. Geo.I i,453ff; o fortunates nimium,etc. See page 50.
2. "illic...per illos",in the Georgies;*atque ilium...
illi",in the Gulex.
5. Compare Hand,p.125.
4. "Hellenistic Influence on the Aeneidn,Smith College
Class.Studies(1 9 2 0 p .47.
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is not unworthy of the vastly more epic storms in the Aeneid,
nor of the description of the thunder storm in Geo.1,551. Both
the pastoral setting,as Prescott shows,and the tourist’s pic
ture of the Underworld,with the passing glimpse of Roman
heroes,are promising indications of more mature accomplish
ments in bucolic poetry and epic. In these features we may
recognize a youthful poet who has not yet settled down to
the sober and steady gait of manhood.
a
All in all,says Rand,the Oulex gives us what we should
expect to find in what the ancient biographer says it is, a
poem composed by Virgil at the age of sixteen. It has the
crudities of a first attempt and reflects the Alexandrian
literary environment into which Virgil was born. The new
impulses stirring in the poem are Lucretian moral earnest
ness and the promise of genius in the young poet himself.1
2

1. "Development of Virgil's Art",p .5^
2. Rand,p.127.
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IV.

A Comparative Study of the Culex and the Major

Works of Virgil: Eclogues,Georgies,and the Aeneid.
1. Comparing the Culex withithe Eclogues,Georgies,and
the Aeneid,we note,first,that the sources used by the author
of the Culex are in the main those utilized by Virgil,or at
least such as one would expect young Virgil to have used.
Like Virgil,the writer of the Culex was we 11-vereed in the
literature of the Greeks,from the Homeric days down to the
Alexandrians of the first century B.C. He knows his Homer.
The gnat's description of the Underworld(Culex 202-584)was
suggested by Homer,just as the Underworld of the Sixth
Aeneid. Culex 504ff was suggested by the Iliad,vv.528ff by
the Odyssey. This Homeric influence runs like a golden thread
through the later works of Virgil,and it runs through the
Culex likewise. The gnat's description of Hades*reminds one
of Odysseus'visit to that place;the lotus,the Cicones,Laestrygonians,Scy11a,Charybdis,the Cyclopes,Tartarus(Culex 525550)recall the wanderings of Odysseus. In Culex 295-557,the
poet lists several events of the Homeric story of the Tro
jan War,and he introduces Ajax,Achilles,Agamemnon,Hector,
a,
Paris,and the story of the Burning of the Greek ships.1
2
1.
even as
2.
Homeric
Compare

The gnat(Cu.208 )appears to the shepherd in a vision,
Patroclus appears to Achilles in Iliad 25,62ff.
The two halves of the Aeneid are suggested by the two
poems;books I-VI by the Odyssey,VII-XII by the Iliad.
Glover"Virgil",p.46ff.
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l
Hesiod is expressly mentioned by name as"the bard of Ascra"
in Culex 96. The poet is also acquainted with Greek tragedy,
expecially Euripides. In Culex 559 he meditates on the divine
vengeance that smites down human pride;v.292 he refers to the
a
tragic interplay of fate and human wills. The burial rites
accorded to the gnat,like the story of Palinurus in the Aeneid,
remind one of Euripides,and the narrative of Troy's fall and
the mention of Medea(Culex 249)indioate that young Virgil had
3

been reading Greek tragedies.
Especially prominent in the Culex,as in the Eclogues,is
the influence of the Alexandrian writers: Theocritus,Theo
phrastus,Aratus,Eratosthenes,and Nicander. In the choice of
theme and manner of treatment the Culex illustrates the in
fluence of Greek poetry as it reached Virgil through the works
of the Roman poets. The ample diffuse handling of a fable of
service done to a human being by an insignificant animal and
the elegiac plaint of the gnat are characteristic of the whim*+
sical and emotional trend of late Greek poetry. The descrip
tive eulogy of pastoral life(Culex 58-97),the catalogue of
plants,with a reference to the metamorphosis myth,or the proper
use of each(the plane tree,lotus,poplar,almond,oak,pine,ilex,
Cyprus,beech,ivy,and myrtle),are plainly Alexandrian,and the
1.
largely
2.
5.
4.

Compare Ec1.VI,70,and Geo.11,176. The Georgies were
suggested by Hesiod's "Works and Days *.
Compare Eel.VIII,48;Aon.TV,412.
Compare Glover"Virgil",p.52ff.
Compare Prescott,"Development of Virgil's Art",p. 27«
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description of the serpent(Oulex 165-182)may come,as Frank
thinks,from an early bestiary of the times of the Ptolemies.
The erove,described in Culex 109ff,is a highly artificial and
literary grove,and the emphasis upon the pity-compelling feaA
ture s in the elaboration of details is,according to Prescott,
thoroughly Hellenistic. The triteness of the theme,the common
placeness of Tantalus,Tityus,and Sisyphus,and of the heroes of
the Trojan War,is pervasively Hellenistic,and the pathetic
figures of heroines in Hades we meet again in the Sixth Aeneid.
The general scheme of the Oulex and the ornamental and pathetic
embellishments are in accord with the formal practice of Greek
poetry of the Hellenistic period. There was a greater tendency
to use Greek words among the devotees of Alexandrianism than
there was among the early Augustans. In Culex 598-410,the poet
has the shepherd heap eighteen varieties of flowers on the
tomb of the gnat:acanthos,roaa,violas,rayrtue,hyacinthus,crocus,
rhododaphne,1 ilia,chry santhas,amarantus,bumastus,laurustine,
narcissus,laurus,hederae,bocchue,ros,herba Sabina. All except
the last five are Greek names. Seven of these plants appear
3
again in Georgies IV,116-148. There is clearly a connection
between the two lists,and it does not seem probable that the
Culex list was made up later than that in the Georgies,for
1. "Virgil's Apprenticeship".Class.Phil•XV,p .50.
2. "Development of Virgil's Art",p.51*
5 . acanthos,rosa,myrtua,hyacinthos,lilia,hederae,narcissus.
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soon after the date of the composition of the Georgies,the
flavoring of Homan literature with Greek words went out of
style. It was only natural that the mature Virgil should
break away from the use of artificial elements acquired in
his youth and from his teachers. But that he never altogether
shook off the effects of his early training,we see from the
above-mentioned list of flowers in the Georgies. Glover shows
that Virgil wrote the first Georgia under the influence of
Alexandrianism.but that he begins the Third Georgia with a
renunciation of Alexandria and its mythological theme a,only
to revert back into it again at the end of the Fourth Georgia,
in the episode of Aristaeus and Orpheus. Virgil felt more and
more that the Alexandrian themes were empty and did not touch
life and were irrelevant to his people. Miss Eleanor Shipley
a
Duckett recognizes in the uulex traces of Hellenistic art in
Virgil from its cruder manifestations,as revealed in the earl
ier poems,up to the ripened stage,where its pervasive subtelty
lends richness to his latest work,the Aeneid. She says that in
the earlier works,written at a time when Hellenistic influence
was more attractive to the poet than at any other time,the
fruits,both good and bad,of hie training can be distinguished
most clearly,while later on,as the poet's art became more mature,1
2
1. "Virgil",p.75ff.
2. "Hellenistic Influence on the Aeneid",p.12,25,47.
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the exaggerations were pruned away,and the true skill was
developed and enriched. She notes in the Aeneid the maturing
of the art of the poet of the Oulex. Moseley says that Virgil
throughout his life maintained the standard of care in metric
and diction set by the Alexandrians.
In his early efforts Virgil is full of fresh enthusiasm
for learning,and cannot,as the neoterics in general couId not,
forbear to present to his readers some of this enthusiasm. The
exaggerated and ornate style,the strained effort to parade
knowledge,the turning from high themes to something near at
hand,as in the beginning of the Oulex and of the Third Georgia,
the display of mythological learning without a motive,the re
alistic descriptions of nature,and the themes and styles of
poetry employed by Catullus and Oa Ivus,two pre-Virgilian poets,
were typically Alexandrian.
Virgil was also thoroughly familiar with the literature
of the Roman Republic,and he constantly reveals this knowledge
and its potent influence. Much of his legendary material he
derived from Pictor,Naeviue,Ennius,and other early writers.
The list of heroes of the Roman Republic,in Oulex 558-571>
which fore shadows the splendid muster-roll at the end of the
Sixth Aeneid,seems to have been taken from Ennius. Cato is
1. "Characters and Epithets.A Study in Virgil's Aeneid",p.7•
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strongly In evidence in Virgil's description of nature and
country,both in the Georgies and the Gulex. Cicero seems %o
have been his model in orderly compactness and careful ar
rangement. Catullus apparently has inspired such passages in
the Culex as v .2451 ite,puellae,ite,quibus taedas secondi
tristis Erinys'; and vv.4l5ff: tibi tale merenti funeris off ic ium vitae pro munere redd itt^
But in the Culex,as in the Georgies,no one makes his in
fluence more strongly felt than does Lucretius,Virgil's great
3
predecessor and model. Sellar shows that the influence direct
and indirect exercised by Lucretius on the thought and compo
sition,and the style of the Georgies was perhaps stronger than
that ever exercised before or since by one great poet on the
work of another. In diction,metre,and thoughts the Georgia s is
Lucretian. Sidgwick gives a long list of parallels between the
Georgies and Lucretius. The impulses in the Georgies are Lucretian moral earnestness and expression of genius. This same
s~
Lucretian influence is traceable in the Culex. Rand shows that
young Virgil indicates his Lucretian source in the Culex plainly
enough,but that there is no palpable borrowing,that the pas
toral passages in the Do Re rum Nature of Lucretius and its
1. Cat.65,12s Agite ite ad alta,Gallae,Cybeles neraora
siraul simul ite.Cindimenae dorainae vaga pecora.
2. Cat.64,157: talia qui reddis pro dulci praemia vita.
5. "The Roman Poets of the Augustan Age.Virgil",P •199•
4. "P.Vergili Maronis Opera",Vol.I,p.24ff.
5. Rand,p.119,124.
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splendid outbursts of moral satire in which senseless human
conventions are matched with the quiet joys of nature,explains
the serious part of the Oulex,supply some of its phrases and
excuse,in part,its tautologies and crudities of construction.

I

Rand says that no Greek speaks so distinctly in the Culex as

a.

Lucretius,whose poem had appeared not long before the Culex.

Culex 69s saepe super tenero prosternit graraine corpus,is an
3
imitation of Lucretius 11,29; Culex 54 s temp la ve1 evectus
4
finem transcendat habendi,is modeled on Lucr.ITT,60. The
3'
shepherd's soliloquy in Culex 57-67* o bona pastor is,etc.may
have been suggested by Lucr.IT,14-59* o miseras hominum menteo ,etc. This passage was worked into more perfect from in
Geo. II,458ff s o fortunatos nimium,etc. Culex 590: rivum prop
ter aquae viridi sub fronds latentes,is a refashioning of Lu
cretius 11 ,50 ; propter aquae rivum sub ramie arboris altae.
In Eel.VIII,87* propter aquae rivum viridi procumbit in ulva,
Virgil repeated this Lucretian phrase a second time. This adds
considerable weight to the ancient statement that Virgil wrote
the Culex. 'Ve know that young Virgil admired Lucretius as few
(o
others did. In the Aeneid Lucretius is no longer the teacher
and model,though there are plenty of reminiscences of the older1
6
5
4
*
2
1. See above,p.51.
2 . Lucretius1s poem was published when Virgil was sixteen.
5• Cum tamen inter se prostrati in gramine mo 11i.-Lucr•II,29>
4. Q.uae raioeros homines cogunt transcendere fines.-Lucr.Ill,60
5. See above,p.55.
6 . Lucretius's popularity rapidly waned after the publi
cation of the Georgias in 29 B.C.

poet. But the case stands different there. Lucretius did not
care about rules,but wished to express conviction with utter
clarity and simplicity. To these passages of great art and
simplicity young Virgil instinctively turned,and these hepled
the development of his innate tendencies into a style. By the
time that Virgil wrote the Aeneid he had learned to step out
into paths of his own. In the Aeneid he is no longer an imi
tator of Lucretius,but he shows himself far superior as a
poet to his predecessor. Nevertheless,we have good reasons to
believe that the author of the Georgia s was also the author of
the Culex,when we consider that in both poems the same materials
and expressions of one common source have been utilized. Shipley tells us that D .L.Drew("Culex,Sources and their Bearing
upon the Problem of Author ship", Oxford,1925) made a careful
examination of the use of the common sources used by the author
of the Culex and by Virgil,from which he concludes that where
there is any evidence of priority the Culex seems to have been
first in: the field,and that certain passages seem to indicate
a
that Virgil and the author of the Culex were one and the same.1
2

1. Trane.Amer.Phil.Assoc.LV11(1926),p.275.
2 . For J ."I.Maoka il *s review of Drew's method of investi
gation see Glass.Rev.XL(1926),p.206.
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J. Various attempts have been made to trace the paral
lelism of thought and subject-matter between the Culex and the
later works of Virgil. Conway tells us that Miss Jackson found
more than eighty resemblances between the Culex and the Ec
logues,Georgies,and the Aeneid.
VTe shall compare the Culex first with the Eclogues,the
poems probably neare st in time of compo sition. The whole set
ting of the Culex and the Eclogues is pastoral. In both works
Alexandrian literature serves as model for the theme and the
manner of presentation,but in the Culex the various elements
lack the touch of magic and remain extravagant-an indication
that the Culex was written somewhat earlier-while in the Eclogueo the incongruous elaments(of the Culex)are combined by
2

the magic of illusion into a pleasant harmony. Especially
noteworthy are sueh close resemblances of -expression and
ideas ,as in Culex J95-595 and Eel.I,68 :
Gramineam ut viridi fideret de caeapite terram
iam memor ineeptum paragons sibi cura laborem
conge stum cumulavit opus.-Cu.595-595.
Pauperis at turguri conge stum caeapite culem.-Ecl.1,68.
Again,Culex 205 1et piger aurato procedit Vesper ab Oe ta,is
repeated in Eel.VI,86 :et invito processit Vesper Olympo,and
3
in Ec1.VIII,50:tibi deserit Hesperus Cetera. Culex 292:sod tu1
2
1 . "New Studies of a Great Inheritance",p.91.
2. Compare Rand ,p .116.
.
5 . Compare references to'Vesper'in Geo.1,251,461;111,556;
IV,186,454;Aen.I,574:V ,19«VIII,280.
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crude lie,crudelis tu magia,Orpheu,is repeated in Eel.VIII,48:
crudelis tu quo qua mate rt c rude lie mate r mag is,an puer improbus
ill®? improbus ille puer;crude 1is tu quoque,mater. Virgil men
tions an Alcon in Ec 1. V, 11 and in Cu lex 6?. He calls Hesiod
"the bard of Ascra"in Cu.95,in Eel.VI,70,and in Geo.11,176.
The ship Argo is mentioned in Cu.1)7 and in Eel.IV,)4,$8. In
Cu.249 and Eel.VIII,47,the poet speaks of Medea"stained with
the blood of her eons". Cu.251 and Eel.VI,78 speak of the
gifts of Philomela. To what extent the pastoral life depicted
in the Culex resembles that of the Eclogues is evident from
Cu lex 157f f and Eel. I,5,and 52:
Pastor,ut ad fontem densa requievit in umbra,
nitem concepit proiectus membra soporen,
anxius ins idiis nullis,sed lentus in herb is
securo presses sonno mandaverat artus.
stratus hum 1 dulcem capiebat corde quietam.-Cu.157-161.
Lentus in umbra...
et fontis sacros frigus captab is opacum.-Ec1.1,5,52.
The beautiful passage of Culex 58ff must have been in Virgil's
mind when he wrote Eel.T,46-58.
0 bona pastorisCsi quis non pauperis usum
nente prius doc ta fast idiat et probet illi
sorania luxuriae spretis),incognita curia,
quae lacerant avidas inimico pec tore mente s.-Cu.58-6l.
Illi sunt gratae rorantes lacte capellae
et nemus et fecunda Pales et vallibus intus
(
semper opaca novis manantia fontibus antra.-Cu.76-78.1
1. This passage from Culex 58ff was repeated once more,in
its most beaut iful form,in Geo.II,458ff. See below page 49•
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Fortunate aenex,ergo tua rura manebunt...
fortunate aenex,hie inter fluaina note
et fontia macros frigus captabis opacura.etc.-Ec1.I,46ff.
In Oulex 72i atque ilium,calamo 1aeturn recinente palustrl,and
100: compacts aolitum raodulatur harundine carmen,Virgil de
scribee the happy shepherd"attuning hie lay on the reed",in
very much the same manner as in the EcloguesJ Oulex 95-105
speaks of the"de1ightful springs and the whispering water inviting"the shepherd,very much ndi.'does Ecl^I-,58:
0 oecudea,o Panes,et o gratissima tempo
fontis Hamadryadum,quarum non divite cultu
aemulus Ascraeo pastor! quisque poeta
securam placido traducit pec tore vltam...
ima susurrantis repetebant ad vada lymphae.-Cu.94-97,105.
Tityrus hinc aberat. ipaae te,Tityre,pinus,
ipsi te fontes,ipsa haec arbusta vocabant.-Ec1.I,5 8 ,59.
In the 0ulex(50ff),the goats hang from the bushy crag,cropping
the willows:tondebant tenero viridantia gramina morsu.just as
in Eel.I,74-78. The Culex(594ff)has eighteen varieties of
a.
flowers;eight of these are mentioned again in the Eclogues:
acantho s,IV,20;violae,11,47;V, 58 ;myrtus,II,54;hyacinthoe,III,
17;laurus,II,54;lilia,II,45;hederae,IV,19;narcissus,II,48;V,58.
3
The serpent of the Oulex reminds one of Eel.Ill,9),where the
snake lurks in the grass,and of Eel.IV,24,where it perishes.
Immanis vario maculatus corpora serpens
mersus ut in limo magno sub sideris aestu
obvia vibrant! carpens gravis aere linguae
squanosos late torquebat motibus orbis.-Ou.164-167.1
2

1. Ec 1.1,5,10; III,25;V,2,5.
2. See above,p.58 .
5. Frigidue,o pueri,fugite hinc,latet anguis in herba.
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The Trojan War is referred to in Culex JOSff and in Eel.TV,56 :
Teucria cum magno manaret sanguine tellus,
et ui-rao 1s Xanthique liquor,Si^eaque propter
litora,cum Troas oaevi due is Hectoris ira,etc.-Cu.505ff.
At que iterum ad Troiara raagnu's mittetur Achilles.-Ec 1. IV, 56 .
The love for trees and the reverence for the woods,mentioned
, in Culex 87 and 12$ff(the grove of plants and trees),is re
echoed .in Ecl.IV,5ff:
Ills colit lucos,ill! Panchaia tura
floribus agrestes herbae variantibus addunt.-Cu.87 ,88.
Si canimus silvas,silvae sint consuls dignae.-Ec1.IV,5 .
In both the Culex and the Eclogues the shepherd invokes the
pastoral deities: the shepherd goddes,Pales,in Culex 20 and
77 1in Ec 1.V ,55,and Geo.Ill,1,294;Pan,the god of the woods and
of the shepherds,in Cu.94,115,and Ec1.IT,$1-5);IV,58,59;V,59;
VIII,24;X,26;also in Geo.I,17;11,494;III,$92:Aen.VIII,$44;
Phoebus-Apol lo,god of music,in Cu.1$,$6,402,in Eel.Ill,104;V ,
a
3
$4;the wood land nymphs,in Cu.l9» 116 ,117» and in Eel.11,46;V ,60 .
Orpheus seems to have been especially favored by Virgil,who"
mentions him three times in the Culex,and repeatedly in his

4

later works. The tomb and the epitaph which the shepherd,in
Culex $95ff,builds for the gnat,the shepherds in Eel.V,42,
build for Daphnis:
1, See above,p.$7,for list of trees.
2. Mentioned fifty-four times in the Aeneid.
$. Mentioned forty-two times by Virgil.
4. Cu.117,269,279;Ec1.111,46;IV,44,55,57;VI,$0;VIII,55,56;
Geo.TV ,454,494,545,55$;Aen.VI,119.
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His turaulua super inaeritur. turn fronts locatur
elogium tacita format quod littera voce.
PARVE CULEX PEOUDUM GUSTOS TIBI TALE MERENTI
FUNERIS OFFIOIUM VITAE PRO MUNERE REDDIT.-Gulex 4ll-4l4.
Et tumulura facite et tumulo euperaddite carmen:
1Daphnis eeo in ailvie,hinc usque ad sidera notus,
formosi pecoris cuatos,formoaior ipse.-Eel.V,42-44.
These and many other parallels are rather striking evidence
that Virgil,who wrote the Eclogues,must have also written
the Gulex. Both poems appear to be the product of one mind.
In the Georgia s we find the greatest resemblance to the
Gulex. For in the Georgies,more than elsewhere,Virgil had
occasion to reproduce much of the material he had used in the
Gulex. The subject of the Gulex is the gnat. Conway reminds us
of the delight with which in his Georgies Virgil dwells on
the life of the smallest creatures:swallows and fly-catchers,
ants and bees,field-mice and moles. He thinks it strange that
the boy's imagination should not have been caught by so com
mon a feature of shepherd's life in northern Italy as the
swarms of gnats that*oo8ses8 the misty tracts of wood land and
green forest". He points out that in the forty lines of the
exordium of the Gulex we have an interesting parallel to the
exordium of the Georgias,which has forty-two lines. In both
prefaces the part invoking the help of the rustic deities,1
1. "New Studies of a great Inheritance",p.80ff
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twelve lines in the Oulex,eighteen in the Georgies,is put in
the middle,between passages which to a modern reader seems
more directly relevant. In each case the opening lines,eleven
in the Oulex,five in the Georgies,give the name and the pur
pose of the poem with the name of the person to whom it is
dedicated; and the concluding passage,seventeen lines in the
Gulex and nineteen in the Georgies,explains the special claim
of the subject to the help of the chosen patron. The parallel
ism of structure is here remarkably close,so close in fact,
that one poem must have served as the model for the other.
I
Rand remarks that the exalted treatment of the humble actors
and a humble theme,in Gulex 1-10,is essentially a Virgilian
Ji
undertaking. The most striking resemblance between the Gulex
and the Georgies are the lines in Cu.58ff and Geo.II,458ff:
0 bona pastor is,si quia non pauperis usum
raente prius docta fastidiat,et probet ill!
somrria luxuriae spretis incognita curie,
quae lacerant avidas inimico pec tore mentes.
si non Assyrio feruent bis lauta colore
Attalicis opibus data vellera,si nitor auri
sub laqueare domus animum non angit avarum,
picturaeque decus,lapidum nec fulgor in ulla
cognitus utilitate manet,nec pocula Graium
Alconis referunt Boethique toreuma,nec Indi
conchea baca marls pretio estjat pec tore puro
saepe super tenero proaternit gramine corpus,
florida cum tellus gemmantis picta per herbas
vere notat dub lie distincta coloribus arva.
atque ilium,calamo laeturn recanente palustri,1
2
1. Rand,p.118.
2. Compare Geo. 111,290:angustis adders rebus honorem
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otiaque invidiae degentem fraud© remota,
pollentemque aibi,viridi cum palmite lucens
Tmolia pampineo sub ter coma velat amictu.
ill! sunt gratae rorantes lacte capellae,
et nemus et fecunda Pales et vallibus intus
semper opaca novis manantla fontIbus antra.-Ou.58-78.
0 fortunatos nimium,sua si bona norint,
agricolas, quibus lpsa,procul discordibus armls,
fund It humo facilem victurn lustissIma tellus.
si non ingentem foribus domua alta superb is
mane salutantum totis vomit aedibus undam,
nec varies inhiant pulchra testudine postis
inlusasque auro vestis Ephyreiaque aera,
alba neque Assyrio fucatur lana veneno,
nec cassia liquid! corrumpitur usus olivis
at secure quies et nescia fallere vita,
dives opum variarum.at latis otia fund is
(speluncae vivique laous et frig Ida Tempo
raugitusque bourn mollesque sub arbore somni)
non absunt;illic saltua ac lustra ferarum,
et patlens ope rum exiguoque ad sueta iuventus,
sacra deum sanctique patressextrema per illos
lustitia excedens terris vestigia fecit.-Geo.II,458ff.
I
As we have already noted,both passages hark back to the pic
ture of philosophic contentment with.the simple life near the
beginning of the second book of Lucretius. In the Culex Vir
gil's youthful exercise in the theme is diffuse and repe
titious,in the Georgies we have the more compact statement
of the farmer's case. The general scheme of the opening sen
tence in the Culex is almost identical with that in the pas
sage of the Georgies,but it is longer and more involved. The
repetition of the same word at the beginning of phrases and
clauses,temperately employed in the shorter version of the1
1. Compare above,p.55 and 40.
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f
Georg 1c a,is,as Prescott shows,tediously re iterated in the
Culex. Yet the verses are agreeably rich in pleasing sounds.
In both passages the poet repeatedly uses the same or similar
expressions. Both speak of the carefreeness of shepherd and
farmer,although they lack the mansions and comforts of the
wealthy. Both shepherd and farmer are free from guile,envy,
and deceit,Inured to toll,delight in nature and animals,fear
no wars,reverence the gods,worship the woodland deities,and
2.

are rich in rural and pastoral bliss. Conway points out that
there are many points of resemblance between the two poems
and that Culex 57-97 is quite clearly an early study of Geor
gies 11,458-551,in which the happiness of the countryman is
contrasted with the unhealthy and pretentious luxury of the
3
city. In the Eclogues,too,Virgil had made use of the same
idea and material of the Culex,when describing the shepherd's
happy state. That the passage in the Culex must have been
written before the more finished passages of Eclogues and
Georgies seems very evident,knowing that Virgil was in the
habit of quoting from his earlier works.
In Culex 268ff,in twenty-five lines,we have the story of
Orpheus and Eurydice,which reminds one of the fuller and
u
richer treatment of the same theme in Georgies IV,455-527.1
4
*
2
1.
2.
5.
4.

"Development of Virgil's Art",p.28.
"New Studies of a Great Inheritance",p .85 •
Ec1.I,46-58,80:fortunate senex,etc. See above,p.46.
See above,p.47.
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The catalogue of flowers in Oulex 598-410 lists eighteen var
ieties: acanthos,rosa,viola,myrtus,hyacinthus.crocus,lauris,
rhododaphne,lilia,ros,herba Sabina,chrysanthus,hederae.bocchus,
anaranthus,bumastus,laurustine,narcissue. Eleven of these are
used in Georgies IV,116fft acanthos,rosa,violaria,hyacinthus,
crocus,lilia,ros, he derae, narcissus, laur is ,myrtus.* In the Oulex
the flowers follow one after the other and present a mere list,
while in the Georgies they form part of the action. Here,again,
we can see the difference in Virgil as a boy and Virgil as a
mature man. As a man he is no longer content with mere names,
but these must fit purpose and action.
In the Oulex,the first eleven lines give us the name of
the patron,Octavius,to whom the poem is addressed,and its sub
ject with a promise of greater efforts later on;the next twelve
lines invoke aid from Phoebus,the Naiads of Pieria.and the
rustic deity Pales;the next twelve enumerate certain topicsthe war of the Giants,the war of the Centaurs with the Lapithae,and the First and Second Persian wars-which the poet will
a
not choose;and the last five lines pray for blessings on his
patron-forty lines in all. Now,in the Georgia s(3ook III),the
first two lines declare the subject,namely,flocks and herds,
under the name of two deities,Pales and the shepherd from Aa1. See J.Sargeaunt,"Trees,Shrubs,and Plants of Virgil",
for the meaning and use of flower names.
2. Oulex 2 6ff apparently indicates Virgil’s avers ion to
wards war,even as a youth. Compare Eel.IV;V,6l:Geo.1,505;
Aen.VI,792,etc. See Glover"Virgil",pp.50 and 158.
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phryeu8,and the woodlands and rivers of Arcadia. The next five
lines reject briefly a number of subjects,familiar in tragedy
and the Alexandrian school of epic poetry(called epyllian;.
Then follows the striking passage of thirty-two lines describ
ing wnat Virgil will one day do,in building a marble temple
of poetry which shall make Mantua famous through the tribute
of a Mantuan poet to the triumphs of Oaesar over Britain, India,
Armenia,and parthia,to his Trojan lineage,and to his punish
ment of treason. The fortieth line,with five others,brings us
back to the immediate subject in which Maecenas will help him,
cattle,sheep,dogs,and horsesjyet three more are added,promis
ing ere long to sing of the glories of Caesar,his patron to
be-forty-eight lines in all. Comparing the two passages,we
note 1; that the character and order of thought is the same:
first the subject of the book,and the deities connected with
it;then the topics rejected or deferred;then the patron and
his relation to the chosen theme; 2 ) that in writing both the
Culex and the Georgies,the poet had in mind the writing of an
epic* in which he would treat more fully of these deferred
themes.
Similarity of expressions and ideas,used first in the Culex and worked over again in a more artistic manner in the
Georgies,occur again and again. To mention only a few very
1. Compare Culex 8; posterius gravlore sono tibi Musa
loquetur nostra,and Geo.111,46-48.
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striking examples: in Oulex )0 and Geo.Ill,115,the poet men
tions Erichthonius,king of Athens;in Oulex 87 and Geo. II,159,
he speaks of Panchaean incense;in Ou.95 and Geo.II,176,Hesiod
is called the"bard of Aecra";Cu.155 and Geo.1,8 and l47ff he
mentions the oracle of Dodona;the poet speaks of the disregard
of Justice in his day in Ou.227 and Geo.11,475? of Sisyphus
and his rolling stone in Ou.258 and Geo.II1,59;of the Bloom
ing bumastus in Cu.407 and Geo.II,102;of the fall of Athos in
Ou.5 1 and Geo.I,552(and Aen.XII,701);of Aurora in Cu.44 and
Geo.I,249(and often). The youthful,like the mature,Virgil,
saw sacred presences in common scenes,as we see from Ou.86
and Geo.II,495ff *•
111! fa Ice deus colitur,non arte politus,
i H i colit lucos,ill! Panchaia tura
floribus agrestes herbae variantibus addunt...
o pecudes,o Panes,et o gratissima tempe
fontis Hamadryadum,quarum non divite cultu
aemulus Ascraeo pastori quisque poeta
securam placido traducit pec tore vitam.-0u.86ff.
Fortunatus et ille deos qui novit agrestes
I
Panaque SiIvanumque senem Nymphasque sorores.-Geo.II,495ff.
The snake of Oulex 164 reminds one of Geo.Ill,426ff. In the
Georgies,a shepherd is enjoined to slay a snake in the fashion
a
described in the Oulex. The poet's mood of hope and radiant
aspiration towards some high achievement appears in Ou.Sff,
Ec1.VIII,6ff,and Geo.Ill,8ff. The Oulex is too much like the
1. Compare also Geo.III,551-5?4.
2. Compare Aen.V,84ff,and Rand,p.117,Note.1.
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Georgies in matter of content and composition not to be from
the pen of Virgil.
If Virgil wrote the Culex at the age of sixteen,as the
ancient biographer claims,then it is older than the Aeneid by
at least thirty years. We can hardly expect an author to use
the same style and ideas in advanced life as in his youth,but
we might expect him to use again some of the material of his
earlier works. When Virgil wrote the Aeneid,he not only drew
extensively from the Eclogues and Georgies,but also from the
Culex. Virgil frequently turned to his earlier works,some
times to improve a first attempt,sometimes to borrow what he
had done well enough the first time. In the Aeneid we find
numerous poetic touches which recall certain passages of the
Culex..The Dana id maidens,mentioned in Aen.X,497,recall Cu.
245;tristis Erinys of Aen.11,357 reechoes Culex 246;Achilles
is called the son of Aeacus in Aen.I,99;VI,58,and in Cu.522,
Virgil's description of the Underworld in the Sixth
Aeneid has many points in common with the gnat's story of the
Underworld in the Culex. Conway tells us that three times
Virgil eagerly turned to and reluctantly away from the theme,
not without leaving the immortal story of Orpheus and Eurydice
to be preserved: Culex 202ff,Geo.IV,453ff,and Aen.V1,219ff.
1. "New Studies of a Great Inheritance”,p .121.
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In the Culex,the appearance of the gnat to the shepherd Is
arranged with no small skill and with flashes of real poetry
which gave promise of the power with which the poet later on
handled the same theme. The Oulex evidently contains Virgil’s
first study of traditions which he found in books and in pop
ular belief about the life after death. The central part of the
(

poem,according to Oonway,is a picture of the Underworld which
in many details fore shadows,in a childish kind of way,the
great vision of the sixth book of the Aeneid. There are not
able differences between the descriptions of the Underworld
in the two poems,but these are only what we might expect,con
sidering the interval of many years and the ripened viewpoint
of the poet. The boy poet has no special motive in writing
about the hereafter. He is only trying his hand at poetizing
with a subject popular in the Alexandrian schools. His gnat
wanders about Hades in the aimless fashion of a tourist. An
imitator writing after the Aeneid could not have been thus
unaffected by Virgil's later plan. Rand quotes Leo as saying:
"Nisi singula quaedam imitatorem proderent,dubitari posset num
huius carminis auctor Vergilianum novissetn,to which Rand adds
that such a state of affairs would be curious in a forgery,
but that it is natural enough in a genuine and early work.1
2
1. "Harvard Lectures on the Virgilian Age",p.49.
2. Rand,p.119,Note 2.
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In the Aeneid the mature Virgil had a very definite motive
and purpose,and his Sixth Aeneid was to become a very impor
tant part of his great epic. Here he parades the national
heroes and describes notable features of the lower world for
the purpose of adding to the future glory of Rome and the em
peror Augustus. In the Culex,the characters selected are more
Greek than Trojan or Roman;they are selected more at random,or
rather,to serve as a display of his mythological and classical
learning. In the Aeneid,Virgil's characters play a very im
portant part on the stage of Roman history. In the Gulex,the
gnat mentions no limbo or mourning fields,but sneaks of Tisiphone and Cerberus and the penalties of the wicked;upon which
the gnat remarks that the sight of other people's misery
makes her forget her own-this sympathetic feeling for the una

fortunate and suffering is character istically Virgilian. The
gnat enumerates among the"wicked"some of the familiar figures
in the great vision of the Aeneid,with others for whom Virgil
later found no place,e.g.,Otua,EphiaItes,Sisyphus,the Danaids,
Medea ,Procne ,E'teoc le s ,Po lynice s-a 11 appear to the gnat,but not
to Aeneas. Then,by a brief transition we pass to Elysium,where
Persephone is leading a procession of maidens in honor of the
noble women who abide there. This is an interesting part of a
I1
2
1. Compare Lucretius II,Iff.
2. Compare Glover"Virgil",p.509ff;)27ff;Conway"New Studies
of a Great Inheritance",p.88,162;Virgil's pity for the bees,
Geo. IV,17,for Dido,Aen.IV,651ff.
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boyish picture. The gnat recognizes women among the Blessed,
e.g.,Alceetis,Penelope,and Eurydice. The enumeration of wo
men in the Sixth Aeneid would not fit in with the motive of
that epic(except that of Dido),unless we surmise that the
legend of good women in Oulex 260 suggested the'campi lugentes1of the Sixth Aeneid,without any definite setting. The
method of presentation in both poems is different; Aeneas had
an assistant in the Sibyl,the gnat had none. The lake of Dis
in the Oulex is a noveIty.unless 1lacua1refere to the rivers
of Hades. The gnat acquaints us with a long line of heroes,
Greeks,Trojans,and Romans. The fate of Agamemnon's comrades
takes up some twenty lines,and there is a ten-line catalogue
of Roman heroes. Many of these anticipate the Sixth Aeneid,
e .g .,Cami1lus,Curius,Pabii,Decii,the Scipios,although there
are several figures for which Virgil had no need in the Aeneid,
e.g..Horatius.Curtiue,and M.Scaevola.
There are also several striking examples of close paral
lelism of ideas and expressions in the two poems $
(1) Nec faciles Ditis,sine iudice,sedes,
iudice.qui vitae post mortem vindicat acta.-Cu.275.
Nec vero hae sine sorte dates,sine iudice sedes.-Aen.VI,451.
(2) Non Hellespontus pedibus pulsatus equorum.-Cu.25•
Demons, qui nimbos et non imitabile fulmen
aere et cornipedum pulsu simularet equorum.-Aen.VI,590ff.
1. Culex 258ff and Aen.V 1,844ff.
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(5)

Ad StyKias revocatufl aquas, vix ultimua amni
axtat nsotareaa divura qui prodidit esca8.-0u.240.
Tu Stygias inhumatus aquae amneraque Eumenidura asp ice a.Aen.VI,5?4.

(4)

Adversaa praeferre faces.-Cu.262.
Funernsque inferre faces.-Aen.711,557.

(5)

Conati quondam cum sint rose indere mundum.-0u.256.
Qui manibus magnum rescindere mundura.-Aen.VI,585.

(6)

St Tity03 ,Latona,tuae memor anxius irae
(iraplaoabilia ira nimis)iacet alitis esca.-0u.258.

Nec non et Tityon,Terrae omniparentis alumnum
cernere erat,per tota novem cui iugera corpus
porrigitur,rostroque immanis voltur ©bunco
immortals iecur tondens fecundaque poenis
viscera rimaturque epulis habitatque sub alto
I
Doctors,nec fibris requies datur ulla renatis.-Aen.VI,595ff.
3.
Referring to the passages quoted above,Conway says that such
soft echoes of sound are peculiarly important,and that they
would hardly occur to a mere imitator,but that they might
well linger in the mind of the poet who first conceived them.
He thinks that if Virgil did not write the Culex.he must at
all events have known it by heart. Young Virgil lacks

in the

Oulex the dramatic power with which he organized similar
material in the Sixth Aeneid. There is no elaborate classi
fication of souls in the Culex as in the Aeneid. According to1
2
1. Compare Cu.51 and Aen.XII,701(reference to Athos).
Wards Fowler calls attention to the use of pro-,meaning forwards
and downwards,in Cu.556(prostravit)and Aen.XII,552(provoIvere),
and to Cu.179(insonat ore),A@n,lV,510(tonat ore),VI,607(intonat
ore )-"Death of Turnus",p.109.
2. "Now Studies of a Great Inheritance",p.95.
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Prescott,the whole revelation of the gnat lacks the high moral
earnestness and the inspiring grandeur of philosophical theory
which in Virgil's epic redeem the triteness of the theme. fhile
it is only natural to find in the Aeneid the impress of Vir
gil's long experience and of his philosophical studies,which
a boy of sixteen must necessarily lack,the subject-matter of
the Underworld and its treatment in both poems seem to be a
clear indication that both the Aeneid and the Culex were the
product of the same mind.

/1

1, "Development of Virgil's Art", p .52
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5* Apparently no work in Latin literature has been studied
with greater care and thoroughness by the scholars than Virgil's
Aeneid. The result has been an accumulation of many minute
details which are supposed to reflect the literary peculiari
ties,the personality,and the individuality of Virgil. %e shall
now attempt to apply these distinctive Virgilian characteris
tics to the Oulex. Their presence or absence in the Culex
should aid considerably to solve the"Culex question".
Virgil's poems all have a strong religious flavoring. What
ever his personal belief in respect to the gods may have been,
he reverently weaves the popular ideas of the earlier Roman
people in regard to the gods and religion into all his poetry,
I
and this gives them a peculiar charm. The pastoral gods.which are
invoked in the Eclogues and the Georgies,are also the gods of
the Culex,while in the Aeneid the tribal or national divini
ties are connected with epic events. Not only in the later
poems,but also in the Culex,Virgil sets forth the lower side
of the Roman religion in its various forms of superstition,
dreams,visions,oracles,and portents. In Culex 15ff the poet
refers to the Delphic oracle and to the nymphs of water and
forest. In Culex 86ff he speaks of the shepherd reverencing
"a god shaped by pruning-knife",and reverencing the groves and1
1. See above,p.4y(list of deities in Culex,Eclogues,and
Georgies).
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springs(Cu.95). In Culex 208ff,the gnat appears to the shop- ,
herd in a vision,ae Hector,Anchiaes,and others,appear to AeI
neas in the Aeneid. In Culex 547,the Greek fleet is said to
have been destroyed1seu caelesti fato aeu sideris ortu1. But
Virgil portrays also the higher and moral side of religion,
in its manifestations of love,duty,loyalty,reverence,and mo
rality* Virgil's love and loyalty to Octavius appears in Cu
lex 24ff,in connection with his invocation of Apollo. The
poet reverences the popular and pastoral deities In the Culex:
Apollo,Pan,Pales,Jupiter,Pluto,Persephone,Ceres. The shepherd
in the Culex erects a tomb for the gnat,not only that it might
come to rest in the land of the Shades,but also to fulfill a
religious debt of gratitude and duty(Culex 598ff). In the
Aeneid,Virgil has developed this spiritual side of religion
in the character of plus Aeneas,which is manifested in his
love and respect towards his father and country,in his rev-

a
erence of the gods,and in obedience to the call of duty.
Closely connected with the treatment of divine personalities
is Virgil's frequent mention of"Fate"in all his poems. In the
Culex,the poet speaks of"oaks as the chanters of the fates"
(fatalia carmina,155),of the myrtle as"non nescia fati"(145),
of the"incertos casus"of Fors in line 162. The gnat saw the
1. Aen.11,270;IV,551;1,525;IT,680;III,26;V ,45;Cu.20ff.
2. Compare Aen. 11,707;I,208ff;II1,19;IV,595 5V1,176ff.

.
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fat© which threatened the shepherd^228;. The destruction of
the ureek fleet is ascribed"seu caelesti fato seu aider is
ortu". Kate brought about Eurydice's doom^Gu.268ff;. In Culex 559ffrVirgil meditates on the divine vengeance that smites
down human pride,and on the tragic Interplay of fate and
human wills:
Ilia vices hominum testata est copia quondam,
ne quisquam propriae fortune© munere dives
iret inevectus caelum super, omne propinquo
frangitur invidae telo decus.-Ou.559-5^1•
In the Oulex this fate is represented as the unchangeable
law of Providence. The poet makes no attempt to qualify or
modify this law. His conception of Kate,however,may have de
veloped more fully or changed,as he grew older. Kor in the
Aeneid,he describes Kate as the law to which even the gods
I
must bow,while,on the other hand,it is considered possible to

a

circumvent the decrees of Kate. In the Aeneid,Jupiter appears
3
now as one with Kate,then again as the instrument of Kate.
Virgil's views in respect to gods and religion naturally
changed in the course of time,the more he was freed from the
influence of Lucretius, out although the gods are introduced
into the various poems for different reasons and under diverse
oircumstances,yet it is clear that Virgil's attitude towards
1. Aen. 1,283,258,39,etc.
2. Aen. 111,395; VI1,116.
5. Aen.I,257ff,522;IV,220ff,etc.
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the gods in the Eologues,Georgies,and Aeneid is quite the same
as in the Culex. In all his poems he regards them with respect
l
and reverence,and everywhere the gods rule the destiny of man.
We feel,too,that the gods belong there where Virgil puts them
and that they lend a peculiar charm to his poetry.
9
Conway found in the Aeneid a peculiar threefold anti
thetic or dualistic habit or type of expression,used with con
scious effort and purpose. Conway notes 1) a duality evident
in repetitions cases where the second fact involves a rein
forcement of the original statement,as e.g.,in Aen.1,2: Italians
Laviniaque litora,and
M.

Sunt lacrimae rerun et mentem mortalia tangunt.-Aen.1,462.
In the Cu lex,we have several striking examples:
Castiliaeque sonans liquido pede labitur.-Cu.1?•
Igneus aetherias iam Sol penetra'rat in arces
candidaque aurato quatiebat lumine curru,
crinibus et rose is tenebras Aurora fugarat.-Cu.42-44.
Octavi venerande...sancte puer.-Cu.25,26.
Iam silvis dumisque vagae.-Cu.48.
Sonitus alit aerie echo,
argutis et cuncta fremunt ardore cicadis.-Cu.152.
1. 11The gods had all become the objects of the scorn of
Lucretius,and the sport of Propertius and Ovid".-Wards Fowler,
"Roman Ideas of Deity",pp.JO,114,143,154.
2. Lucretius taught that the gods were not concerned with
the government of the world and man1s destiny.
J . "Virgilian Age",p.99ff•
4. Aen.I,661:urit...recursat;I,571)auxilio tutos dimittam
opibusque iuvabo,etc.;Ec1.Ill,5:succus pecori et lac.
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Anxius ins idiia nullis,sed lentus in herbis
secure presses somno mandavorat artus.
stratus humi duleem capiebat cords quietem.-Gu.159-161.
Squamosos late torquebat motibus orbis...
iam magis atque magis corpus revolubile volvens.-Cu.167,169.
As another kind of duality,Conway mentions 2) the frequent
occurrence,side by side,of natural and divine causes in ef
fecting result,e,g.,in Aen.I,Aeneas is shipwrecked due to a
storm,but also due to the wrath of Juno. In Aen.I,657ff,both
Venus'scheme as well as Dido’s love,which latter would have
been natural enough without divine interference,bring about
the Dido episode of Book Four!In the Culex,the gnat loses
her life due to the rash act of the shepherd,but also because
of fate:
Cum prosiluit furibundus et ilium
obtritum morti misit•-Cu.183.
At mea manes
viscera Lethaeas cogunt tranare per undae.-Cu.214,215.
Sine respectu mea fata relinquens.-Cu.228.
Eurydice must return to Hades because her husband Orpheus
turned to look upon her,but also because of the intervention
of Fortune:
Quid misera Eurydice tantum maerore recesti?
poenane respectus et nunc manet Orpheos in te?-Cu.268,269*
Sed fortune valens audacem fecerat ante.-Cu.277*
1. Geo.IV,$15,516;Aen. 1 ,582 ,605 ,709 ,710 ;IT,5^,556,605ff.
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Troy fell both by the cunning of the Greeks and with the aid
of the gods(504ff)jthe returning Greeks were shipwrecked off
Euboea by a storm and by a goddess(5)7ff);the blessings of
shepherd-life(56ff) are the result of simplicity and frugality
on the part of the shepherds,but are also bestowed by the gods;
in Hades the gnat suffers because of the scourges of the Fu
ries,but also because the shepherd had taken her life and
had neglected the required funeral rites:
Ergo quom causam mortis,turn dicere vitae,
verberibus saevae cogunt sub iudice Poenae,
cum raihi tu sis causa mali,nec conscius ads is.-Ou.576-578.
5) A third type of Virgilian duality,according to Conway,
expresses a conflict of sympathy extending to both the suf
ferer and the one who causes the suffering. Virgil expresses
a double sympathy,e.g.,in Geo.TV,17*
Ore ferunt dulcem nidis immitibus escao.
The"sweet morsel"applies to the birds,but the"cruel nestlings"
cause the bees an unhappy experience. In Geo.11,207-211,the
angry plowman tears up the trees to cultivate the land,which
is to his advantage,but which robs the birds of their old
l
homes. In the Aeneid,Juno and Venus scheme a marriage for
Aeneas and Dido,which proves disastrous to the latter. The
poet*s sympathy goes out to both Dido and Aeneas,and in Aon.1
1. Aen.I,664ff and IV,90ff.
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Book Five,at the funeral games,he sympathises with both the
winners and the losers. Frequently the poet changes from the
view of one character to another,as e.g.,when Venus yields to
the scheme of Juno to unite Dido and Aeneas,or when,in Aen.
II,685 ,the appearance of the flame on the head of lulus causes
Anchises to yield to Aeneas. In the Gulex also,the poet shows
a double sympathy,for the shepherd,on the one hand,and for the
gnat,on the other:
Instantia vidi
alterius,sine respectu aea fata relinquens.
ad pnrilis agor eventus. fit poena merenti.
poena sit exitiura;raodo sit dum grata voluntas,
existat par officium.-Cu.227-251.
A
Conway has also observed in the Aeneid.as well as in the
Eclogues and Georgies,that Virgil considers things In pairs
and combines contrasted points of view. The Eclogues,he found,
were arranged so that those with odd numbers have all Italian
subjects,and those with even numbers have subjects beyond It
aly. In the Georgies,Books I and III have long introductions,
of similar length and structure,and no epi1ogues;but Books II
and IV have short Introductions,and short epilogues. The end
ings of Books I and III are tragic;the last scene of Books II
and IV is cheerful. This same love of alternation has shaped1
2
1. Aon.II,725;IV,156-159;V,671;VI,$04;X,62-95;XII,259,461.
See Conway ,11Virgil ian Age n ,p .102ff.
2. "Virgilian Age",p.159ff.

the structure of the Aeneid,so that the books with odd num
bers are of a lighter type,if not'comedy,at all events melo
drama of no harrowing kind”. The books with even numbers are
of a graver,almost tragic type. There is also a kind of alter
nation manifest in the Aeneid by the correspondence and con
trast between each of the cooks in the first half of the poem
and the Book in the corresponding place in the second ha If,e.
g . ,Book 1 and Book V 11,narrate an arrival in a strange land,
which proffers friendship at first. The Oulex,in spite of
being a comparatively short composition,falls into two almost
equal halves: Ijlines 1-162; 2;165-410. Here,too,we have a
distinct alternation in the character of the two parts,first
a sense of leisure and a content of a light and melodramatic
type,the cheerful tone of pastoral poetry. But the second part
is decidedly solemn and tragic,full of deep pathos and tension:
the death and complaint of the gnat and its description of the
Underworld. When,therefore,Virgil arranged his material in the
Aeneid in such a way as to contrast a gentle playfulness with
grim tragedy and seriousness,he was following a practise or
habit which appears already in the Oulex,and which character
izes our poem as one composed by his pen. We know of no other
Homan poet who constructed hie poetry in this manner,nor is
it likely that an imitator of Virgil would have imitated these

.
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Virgilian pscularities which ws have noted above*
Another matter which has attracted the attention of
l
Conway,is that in spite of the vividness with which partic
ular scenes and figures are pictured,Virgil impresses upon
the reader a quite intense consciousness,almost a physical
sensation of mystery. Virgil interprets the universe,provi
dence,life after death,etc.in a spirit pervaded by this pro
found sense of mystery. He does not say everything his readers
crave to know,in fact,Virgil seems conscious of the vastness
of hie ignorance. Religious problems especially are left un
solved. This feeling of mystery is very prominent in the de5L

scription of the Underworld,in the Aeneid. it is prominent,
3
too ,in the (Julex. What Conway says of the Aeneid ,namely,that
"Virgil has shaped his conception of the future world ihto a
magnificent picture,but is careful to remind us at the end
that it is a dream",applies with equal force to the gnat's
description of Hades. The author of the 0ulex^206 and jSSjis
careful to tell us that the gnat appeared to the shepherd
whlie he was asleep. in both poems Virgil seems to say that
amid the shadows the only ray of hope for mankind is the im
mortal strength of human affection. This Virgilian philosophy
1. "Hew Studies of a Great Inheritance",p,122ff.
2. "in Virgil there is the note of mystic ism, there is
1nuance',there is double meaning,there is other-world 1iness.
it pervades all his writings".-Sir Herbert Warren,"Virgil in
the Relation to the place of Rome in the History of Civilization".
5. "new Studies of a Great inheritance",p.1J5.
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finds expression in the Lament for Marcellus at the end of
the Sixth Aeneid and also in the shepherd's token of gratitude
to the gnat at the end of the Gulex.
I
.Moseley has shown that Virgil,in writing the Aeneid,was
deliberate in his use of personal epithets,especially so,when
he repeated one with a particular character. This deliberate
ness made him consider in his choice of each personal epithet
the traditional qualities and attributes of the character con
cerned,and the relation of these qualities and attributes to
the plot or action of the poem. Where the character concerned
was created by him the choice of epithets was made in relation
to plot or action;where the metrical convenience or metrical
effect made the use of any epithet expedient,it was not al
lowed to be unrelated to the plot or action. Thus he not only
gave the facts to the reader,but kindled their imagination by
X
the various epithets. According to Moseley,the name Aeneas
occurs 215 times in the Aeneid,73 of these times with epithets;
'plus'accounts for twenty;'pater'for nineteen of the 78. The
name Venus occurs 55 times,eleven of these with epithets(dea
three times,alma twice). We need not expect Virgil to have
perfected this art in his youth,but we have numerous signifi-1
2
1. "Characters and Epithets.A Study in Virgil's Aeneid".
2. "Characters and Epithets",p.6ff.
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cant epithets in the U’ulex which indicate that Virgil is the
author of this poem,and that he had learned and practised such
matters of detail in his formative years. Thus,the epithets
1sanctus’and 1venerandus‘applied to Octavius in Culex 25 and 2 b
aptly designate and characterize the person to whom they are
applied,with as much content as'plus Aeneas',1infelix Dido',
etc.in the Aeneid. in Culex 11,Phoebus is called'Latonae magnique lovis decus,aurea proles';in Uu.20,pales is addressed as
1saneta1;Belia as'diva'(110);Uemophon is'perfide‘(IJJff;;Oeta
is'aurata'1205 1;Dtus is 1imraanis'{Zjk);Krinys is 1tristis1(246;.
The poet speaks of Medea as 1impietate fera vercordem CoIchlda
matron'(249;,of rand ion'e sisters as'randionias miseranda pro
le puelias'^251;;aurydice is called'misera'(268j;Tartarus is
:cruenta'1274; and•equalida Tartars'i55515Scy1la is'rapax,
canibus suecinc ta Mo lossia'(5511?the gnat describes .the Furies
a s ‘verberibus saeve cogunt sub iudice roenae'15771• Although
these epithets in the Uulex may not always have been chosen
with the same care and ingenuity as in the Aeneid,they are
tho roughly virgilian and illustrate his early training.
The Virgilian authorship of the Uulex becomes more def
inite and clearer the more one studies the poem from every
possible angle. The cumulative evidence for the authenticity

.
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of the Uulex can be further augmented,if we compare the Oulex
with some of the other minor poems of the Virgilian Appendix,
and the latter again with the Eclogues,Georgies,and the Aeneid.
We can not treat this matter fully within the scope of this
dissertation,but a few examples will serve to show that Hand,
Frank,DeWitt,Frescott,Conway,and others,have good reasons for
considering the Cu.lex and most of the other minor poems as
Virgilian. The "He llespont,for example,ie mentioned in Culex
55,558,in Ciris 4l5,and in Geo.IV,111,in the sense of"Aegean".
The following passages are remarkably similar:
Hunc ubi sollicitum dimisit inertia vitae.-Culex )85.
His ubi sollicitos animi relevaverat aestus.-Ciris )4o.
Ciris 450 is exactly the same as Eel.VIII,42:
Ut vidi,ut peril,ut me raalus abstulit error.

A

Ciris 291 ie similar to Uatalepton 5,5:
Tam gravite servitium,tam duros passa labores.-Ciris 291.
Hie grave servitium tibi,iam tibi,Roma,ferebat.-Uat.5,5.
In the Ciris there are many phrases,lines,and passages which
can be identified with parallels in the Culex and in thelater
works of Virgil,as Rand shows. It was a natural thing for1
2
1. Compare Hand,p.228 to end.
2. Compare also Ciris 502 and Eel.VIII,59*.
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Virgil to plunder hie own,as Rand expresses it,and in most
at
cases he Improved what he took. He maintains that the uulex
and Cop a and Eclogues and Georgies present a harmony of real3
istic observation and literary allusion. He says,in conclusion,
that a survey of the minor poems reveals nothing that cannot
be reconciled with the testimony of the ancient life of the
poet,and that careful pondering discovers many a flash of
genius,many a similar trait of temperament or of art that
impel us to conclude that here we find our Virgil.

1.
2.
5.

R a n d ,p .151.
R a n d , p . 173.
Rand , p . 184.
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Summary of the Results of the Investigation.
1. The external evidence for the authenticity of the
Culex is well attested by the ancient writers Suetonius,
Servius,Lucan,Martial,Uonatus,and by the manuscripts and
the early anthologies, this ancient testimony is of primary
importance and has not been overthrown by modern criticism.
2. The ancient writers,mentioned above,maintain that
Virgil wrote the Culex at the age of sixteen. There is no
valid reason to reject this statement,nor to assume a postVirgilian date of composition.
J. The criteria of vocabulary,style,meter,and poetic
technique afford no decisive proof,positive or negative,nor
do they exclude the possibility that Virgil wrote the Culex
in his youth. in fact,these criteria indicate that the poet
was still immature,they show flashes of genius,and give pro
mise of greater things to follow.
4. Compared with the Kclogues,Georgies,and Aeneid,the
Culex has the earmarks of earlier composition,as well as
close resemblance and numerous parallels. it is more probable
that Virgil utilized the contents of his own early poem,the
Culex,which he was free to do,and did with the Eclogues and
Georgies,than that a later writer should have plagiarized
Virgil's poems and succeeded in deceiving later generations.
The sources used in the Culex,the moral tone,the attitude of
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mind,and the personal characteristics of the writer are
thoroughly Virgilian and it is difficult to conceive how an
imitator could reproduce Virgilian qualities without imitating
the art of the mature master.
5. The consensus of opinion among Virgilian scholars
down to the present time is overwhelmingly in favor of Vir
gilian authorship of the Uulex,and this opinion is gaining
ground. Negative criticism has not succeeded in proving the
doubts and contentions it has raised.
6. The Virgilian authorship of the Culex is as strongly
attested as many other classical writings,now genera 11ly
accepted as genuine.
7• in the choice of the theme as well as in the elabo
ration of it,so far as the various elements of structure are
concerned,there is strong cumulative evidence that Virgil
wrote the Culex. The general scheme and the ornamental and
pathetic embellishments are in accord with the formal prac
tice of Greek poetry of the Hellenistic period,in which
young Virgil was trained.
8. Many Virgilian peculiarities and characteristics
found in the Aeneid,Georgies,and Eclogues,can be traced back
to the Culex,even though they are found there in a somewhat
undeveloped and imperfect form.
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